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Identity|Place 
Urban Cultural Landscapes as Contact Zones 

 
ARCH 533 (3 credits U/G) Topics in Architectural Theory.  

Class  35211   
 

Summer Session 1:  5/27/2008 - 6/21/2008  
TuWeTh  9:00AM - 12:15PM  

Classroom: AUP 183 
 

Please note that this class includes a field trip to New York during the second week 
 

Instructor: Arijit Sen (senA@uwm.edu) 
 
A city sidewalk by itself is nothing. It is an abstraction. It means something only in conjunction with the buildings and the other uses that 
border it, or border other sidewalks near it. … Streets and their sidewalks, the main public places of a city, are its most vital organs. 

- Jane Jacobs in The  Death and Life of Great American Cities 
 

 
 
This course will teach you how to apply theoretical knowledge and research data while 
you analyze, document, and study the everyday environment. We will travel to New 
York for a week to study the streets and buildings of the Lower East Side. During this 
visit we will interview residents, collect histories, and measure buildings. Students will 
also meet and hear urban scholars working on New York during their stay. On our 
return to Milwaukee our analysis will be framed by two theoretical and methodolo
concepts: 1. Contact Zones, and  2. Thick Edges. We will use the collected data to 
examine how the street works as a contact zone or a "social space where cultures meet, 
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical relations of 
power." We will study how the edges between the buildings and the streets become 
perfect examples of public contact zones.  

gical 

 
Iain Borden explains thick edge as a boundary “that emerges as not a plane but a zone, 
not physical but socio-spatial, not a division of things but a negotiation of flows.” Thick 
edges are inhabitable thresholds that include hems of buildings comprising an array of 
usable spaces such as façades, entrances, stairs, awnings, display cases, and hallways. 
These boundary-zones are also theaters of social change as shown by scholars such as 
Jane Jacobs, Georg Simmel, Walter Benjamin, and Sharon Zukin.  
 
When architectural historians focus on buildings, they miss micro-histories that occur 
along its edges. They cite "historic buildings" and communities that built them, 
producing narratives in which the building and its makers become exclusive units of 
analysis. Polysemic stories of inhabitants who live and use these buildings are erased in 
these official biographies. Studying the public domain along building edges will 
produce a significantly different spatial history and will suggest an alternative way to 
look at the urban environment. 
 
Course Description 

Learning Objectives:  
1.) Cognitive flexibility demonstrated by student’s ability to transfer theoretical 
knowledge into practical application and critique. 2.) critical thinking 
 
Required Texts: Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to 
Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and Landscapes, 
Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
 
Recommended Text: Dolores Hayden, Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public 
History, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996. 
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Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
Zeisel, John, Inquiry by Design: Tools for Environment-Behavior Research. Monterrey, CA: Brooks Cole Pub. Co., 1981  
 
Readings 
Weekly readings are available on D2L. Some readings may be available on electronic reserve at the Library under the course number, 
ARCH 533. In addition, there are books that you will use as reference. Those books are listed above as recommended text 
 
Class Discussions 
Class discussions will be judged by the flexibility and critical ability of a student to evaluate and value the different perspective intentions, 
positions, and purposes of the area of study.  In that respect it is important for students to display the ability to questions perspectives that 
they are more comfortable with and apply positions they are less familiar with. The discussions should display that the discussant is ready 
to question, reconsider, reaffirm, or reconstruct their evolving positions.  Students will be asked to direct discussion of specific readings 
every week.   
 
Assignments:  
There is one assignment. The assignment is about producing a walking tour of Lower East Side that rewrites traditional architectural 
history of the area. Each student will document and collect data on a series of related buildings while in New York. On their return they 
will produce exhibition quality drawings with accompanying texts in the form of a architectural tour of the Lower East Side. The tour 
should show how street life and thick edges influence everyday urbanism and produce contested public histories. 
 
Roles: (1+2, 3+4 can be combined) 
The class will be divided into 4 project groups made of 5 students in each group. Each student in a group will play a pre-determined role 
described below.  While there will be no designated group leader, there will be a role-leader who will be the so-called role-model. (S)he 
will be responsible for the completion and dissemination of role-specific skills necessary to carry out the duties assigned to the archivist, 
historian, observer, ethnographer, and dimensioner.  
 
1. Archivist: The archivist is in charge of arranging and documenting data from the archives. That includes planning and leading collection 
of documents such as historical newspaper stories, historic photographs, and heritage data.  
 
2. Building Historian: The building historian will work with the archivist to collect data on the buildings. Such data includes building 
permits, additions and sanborne maps, Preservation council and HABS drawings, ownership data. Such documents will be available in 
NYC public library and the city archives.  
 
3. Observer: The observer handles day to day observational data from the site. She is responsible for the collection and documentation of 
such data.  
 
4. Ethnographer: The ethnographer works closely with the observer to produce interview data from people in site. They will make sure 
ethnographers in different groups are working in a coordinated manner.   
 
5. Dimensioner: This documenter will be responsible for the collection and documentation of physical building sections, elevations, and 
partial plans. He will coordinate building dimension measurements and dimensioning while in NYC and on return to Milwaukee. 
 

Weekly readings and Schedule 
 
Week 1  
Intensive reading and discussion week. Brainstorming the theoretical underpinnings and methodological repercussions of this study. As 
students understand their point of view and position on this project they are expected to take on different roles, responsibilities and tasks. 
Groups will complete all pre-research work before Thursday class. Each group will be given a reading package as preparation for the trip. 

 
Readings 
Excerpt from Jan Gehl, Life between Buildings: Using Public Space, Translated by Jo Koch, Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 1996.  
Jane Jacobs, “The Uses of Sidewalks:  Contact” In The Death and Life of Great American Cities. pp. 55-73, New York: Vintage Books, 
1992 (reissue edition).  
Iain Borden and Jane Rendell, "Thick Edge: Architectural Boundaries in the Postmodern Metropolis," InterSections, New York: Routledge, 
2000, pp. 221-46. 
Excerpt from N. John Habraken, Palladio’s Children: Essays on Everyday Environment and the Architect. New York: Taylor and Francis, 
2005 
James Rojas, “The Enacted Environment: Examining the Streets and Yards of East Los Angeles,” In Everyday America: Cultural 
Landscape Studies after J. B. Jackson. pp.275-92, Paul E. Groth and Chris Wilson Editors. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003 
Mary Louise Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Profession 91. New York: MLA, 1991. 33-40.  
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Week 2 
Field work and field readings. Additional NYC tours in appendix.   
This week’s reading package is designed to inform the various roles:  
 
Archivist 
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
 
Recommended 
David Henkin, City Reading:  Written Words and Public Spaces in Antebellum New York, New York: Columbia University Press, 1999 
 
Building Historian 
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
 
Recommended 
Schlereth, Thomas, Artifacts and the American Past. Lanham, MD: Altamira Press, 1980  
 
Observer 
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
Zeisel, John, Inquiry by Design: Tools for Environment-Behavior Research. Monterrey, CA: Brooks Cole Pub. Co., 1981 (recommended). 
 
Ethnographer 
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
Zeisel, John, Inquiry by Design: Tools for Environment-Behavior Research. Monterrey, CA: Brooks Cole Pub. Co., 1981  
 
Dimensioner 
Thomas Carter and Elizabeth Collins Cromley Invitation to Vernacular Architecture: A Guide to the Study of Ordinary Buildings and 
Landscapes, Knoxville, TN: University of Tennessee Press, 2005 
 
Recommended 
Amos Rapoport, “The Perceptual Characteristics of Pedestrian Streets: The General and Specific Hypothesis,” In History and Precedent in 
Environmental Design, New York: Plenum Press, 1990 
 
Week 3 
Drawing and Analysis. Discussions on what to emphasize and look for. Reading exemplary works.  
 
Readings 
Thomas J. Schlereth, “Past Cityscapes: Uses of Cartography in Urban History,” In Artifacts and the American Past. (Walnut Creek: 
AltaMira Press, 1993): 66-86. 
Upton, Dell. "The City as Material Culture." In The Art and Mystery of Historical Archaeology, edited by Mary Beaudry and Anne E. 
Yentsch. Boca Raton and Ann Arbor: CRC Press, 1992.  
Jennifer Nardone, “Roomful of Blues: Jukejoints and the Cultural Landscape of the Mississippi Delta,” In Constructing Image, Identity, 
and Place, Alison K. Hoagland and Kenneth A. Breisch (editors), Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2003 
Setha M. Low, "Spatializing Culture" in On the Plaza, pp. 154-179, Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. 
Erwing Goffman “Front and Back Regions of Everyday Life." The Everyday Life Reader. pp. 50-57.  Edited by Ben Highmore. New York: 
Routledge, 2002. (for those interested in the real thing; Erwing Goffman, Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, (New York: Anchor, 1959).  
Wendy Redfiield, “The Supressed Site,” Site Matters: Design Concepts, Histories and Strategies. Carol J Burns and Andrea Kahn, Editors, 
New York: Routledge, 2005, pp. 184-222. 
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Week 4 
Finalizing Group Projects and drawings 
Rereading theory and frameworks 
 
Readings 
Pierce Lewis. "Axioms for Reading the Landscape" in The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes. Edited by Donald Meinig, Toronto: 
Oxford University Press, 1979. 
Hayden, Dolores. The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995.  
John Brickenhoff Jackson, “A Pair of Ideal Landscapes,” Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1984): 9-56  

Additional Resources 

Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson. “Beyond Culture: Space , Identity and the Politics of Difference,” in Cultural Anthropology 7, No. 1 
(1992): 6-23.  
Amos Rapoport, “Environment, Meaning, and Communication,” In The Meaning of the Built Environment: A Non-verbal Communication 
Approach,  pp. 177-195, Beverly Hiss: SAGE, 1982 
Andrew S. Dolkart, Biography of a Tenement House in New York City: An Architectural History of 97 Orchard Street, Santa Fe: Center for 
American Places, 2006 
Anthony D. King, "The Politics of Vision," in Paul Groth and Todd W. Bressi, Understanding Ordinary Landscapes, 1997, 134-144.  
Carol J Burns and Andrea Kahn, “Why Site Matters?” Site Matters: Design Concepts, Histories and Strategies. Carol J Burns and Andrea 
Kahn, Editors, New York: Routledge, 2005, pp. viii-xxix 
Craig Evan Barton, “Duality and Invisibility,” In Sites of Memory: Perspectives on Architecture and Race,  pp. 1-12, Craig E. Barton 
(Editor), New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2001 
D. W. Meinig, "The Beholding Eye: Ten Versions of the Same Scene." In The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical 
Essays, edited by D. W. Meinig and John Brinckerhoff Jackson. New York: Oxford University Press, 1979.  
David Lowenthal. "Past Time, Present Place: Landscape and Memory." Geographical Review LXV, no. 1 (January) (1975): 1-37.  
David Lowenthal. "The American Scene." Geographical Review 58 (1968).  
Dell. Upton, "The City as Material Culture." In The Art and Mystery of Historical Archaeology, edited by Mary Beaudry and Anne E. 
Yentsch. Boca Raton and Ann Arbor: CRC Press, 1992.  
Dolores Hayden, Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1996. 
Dolores Hayden. The Power of Place: Urban Landscapes as Public History. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1995.  
Elizabeth Blackmar, Manhattan for Rent, 1785-1850. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989.  
Elizabeth Cromley, “Apartments and Collective Life in Nineteenth Century New York,” In New Households, New Housing, pp. 3-19, 
Karen Franck and Sherry Ahrentzen (Editors), New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989. 
Erwing Goffman “Front and Back Regions of Everyday Life." The Everyday Life Reader. pp. 50-57.  Edited by Ben Highmore. New York: 
Routledge, 2002. (for those interested in the real thing; Erwing Goffman, Presentation of Self in Everyday Life, (New York: Anchor, 1959).  
Gabrielle M. Lanier and Bernard L. Herman. Everyday Architecture of the Mid-Atlantic: Looking at Buildings and Landscapes, Creating 
the North American Landscape. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997 
Grady Clay, Close-Up: How to Read the American City. Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1973 and 1980. 
Grady Clay, Real Places: An Unconventional Guide to America’s Generic Landscapes. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994.  
Grahame Shane, “The Emergence of Landscape Urbanism” The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Charles Waldheim, Editor, New York: 
Princeton University Press, 2006, pp. 55-68 
Gwendolyn Wright, “Americanization and Ethnicity in Urban Tenements,” Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing in America, 
pp. 114-134, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1981 
Iain Borden and Jane Rendell, "Thick Edge: Architectural Boundaries in the Postmodern Metropolis," InterSections, New York: Routledge, 
2000, pp. 221-46. 
James Borchert, Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and Folklife in the City, 1850-1970, Blacks in the New World. 
Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1980.  
James Corner, “Terra Fluxus,” The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Charles Waldheim, Editor, New York: Princeton University Press, 2006, 
pp. 21-34 
James Rojas, “The Enacted Environment: Examining the Streets and Yards of East Los Angeles,” In Everyday America: Cultural 
Landscape Studies after J. B. Jackson. pp.275-92, Paul E. Groth and Chris Wilson Editors. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003 
Jan Gehl, Life between Buildings: Using Public Space, Translated by Jo Koch, Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 1996.  
Jane Jacobs, “The Uses of Sidewalks:  Contact” In The Death and Life of Great American Cities. pp. 55-73, New York: Vintage Books, 
1992 (reissue edition).  
Jeremy Korr, "A Proposed Model for Cultural Landscape Study." Material Culture Fall (1997).  
John Brinckerhoff Jackson, A Sense of Place, A Sense of Time. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994. 
John R. Stilgoe, Common Landscape of America, 1580 to 1845. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982.  
Kristina Hill, “Shifting Sites,” Site Matters: Design Concepts, Histories and Strategies. Carol J Burns and Andrea Kahn, Editors, New 
York: Routledge, 2005, pp. 131-156 
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Lisa R. Findley "Portfolio: The Space Between -- Paths: The Nature of Linear Public Space", Places 8: 4 (July 1993): 72-76. 
http://repositories.cdlib.org/ced/places/vol8/iss4/LisaRFindley 
Martin J Daunton, “Cities of Homes and Cities of Tenements: British and American Comparisons, 1870-1914,” In Journal of Urban 
History 14 (May 1988): 283-319. 
Mary Louise Pratt, “Arts of the Contact Zone,” Profession 91. New York: MLA, 1991. 33-40.  
Michael Emmison and Philip Smith (ed.) Researching the Visual. Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications, 2000. 
Michel De Certeau. "Part III: Spatial Practices" The Practice of Everyday Life. Steven Rendall, trans. Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984. 91-130.  
N. John Habraken, Palladio’s Children: Essays on Everyday Environment and the Architect. New York: Taylor and Francis, 2005 
Peirce F. Lewis. "Axioms for Reading the Landscape." In Material Culture Studies in America, edited by Thomas J. Schlereth. Nashville, 
TN: American Association for State and Local History, 1982.  
Rahul Mehrotra (Ed.). Everyday Urbanism: Margaret Crawford vs. Michael Speaks. Michigan Debates on Urbanism, Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan, 2005 (week 4-6) 
Rebecca Yamin, and Karen Bescherer Metheny, eds. Landscape Archaeology: Reading and Interpreting the American Historical 
Landscape. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1996.  
Reynar Banham, Los Angeles: The Architecture of Four Ecologies. New York: Harper and Row, 1971.  
Richard H. Schein. “A Conceptual Framework for Interpreting an American Scene,” in Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, Vol. 87 No. 4, 1997, pp. 660-680.  
Robin Dripps, “Groundwork,” Site Matters: Design Concepts, Histories and Strategies. Carol J Burns and Andrea Kahn, Editors, New 
York: Routledge, 2005, pp. 59-92 
Roderick J. Lawrence, “Type as Analytic Tool: Reinterpretation and Application,” In Ordering Space: Types in Architecture and Design, 
pp. 271-288, Karen A. Franck and Lynda H. Schneekloth (Editors), New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1994 
Roger Trancik, “Three Theories of Urban Spatial Design.” In Finding Lost Space: Theories of Urban Design pp. 97-124, New York: Van 

Nostrand Reinhold, 1986.  

Drawings from A. Jacobs, Great Streets (1993), p 97. Scale: 
1:600; (from A. Jacobs, Great Streets (1993), pg.95. 

Spiro Kostof, The City Assembled: The Elements of Urban Form Through 
History, (New York: Bulfinch Press, 1992).  
Thomas J. Schlereth, Reading the Road: U.S. 40 and the American Landscape. 
Revised ed. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1997.  
Turner, Frederick Jackson. The Significance of the Frontier in American 
History. Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1894.  
Wendy Redfiield, “The Supressed Site,” Site Matters: Design Concepts, 
Histories and Strategies. Carol J Burns and Andrea Kahn, Editors, New York: 
Routledge, 2005, pp. 184-222. 
Zeynep Çelik, Diane G. Favro, and Richard Ingersoll, eds. Streets: Critical 
Perspectives on Public Space. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994.  
Roger Trancik, “Three Theories of Urban Spatial Design.” In Finding Lost 
Space: Theories of Urban Design (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1986): 
97-124. 
Richard H. Schein. “A Conceptual Framework for Interpreting an American 
Scene,” in Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 87 No. 4, 
1997, pp. 660-680.  
Lewis, Pierce, “Common Landscapes as Historic Documents,” Essays on 
Material Culture, W. David, editor. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1993 

 
Reading Street Edges of the Lower East Side as 
Urban Contact Zones 
 
Project Description 
 
Tenements along New York’s Orchard Street serve as testaments to the lives of 
many twentieth century working class immigrants. Tours offered by the 
Tenement Museum take visitors through 97 Orchard Street and familiarize 
them with the lives of past inhabitants by showing them the interior apartments. 
Yet 97 Orchard Street was more than a mere residential building. It stood on a 
crowded street filled with vendors and peddlers who touted their wares as they 
walked the sidewalks. When Julius Gumpertz, a resident, went off to work, his 
wife Nathalia took the dark stairs down to buy vegetables and fruits from the 
cart-vendors. She paused in the dark hallway before exiting into the blindingly 
bright outdoors. As she went out of her cramped apartment into the world 
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outside, the hallway and the sidewalk marked a symbolic transition. Life inside the building incessantly spilled out on to life on the street 
creating an urban public space that bridged the two domains.  We cannot study 97 Orchard by merely looking at the building. The 
tenement’s relationship to the street and neighborhood suggests a different, and yet unwritten, history.  
 
The relevance of the street edge as a public domain in contemporary society became clear to me when I conducted a short exploratory 
study of the area last summer. During the day, clothing stores on Orchard Street spread their wares out on the sidewalk on temporary racks. 

Some of these vendors are recent immigrants from Bangladesh. It is difficult to 
identify the Bangladeshi stores from those owned by other ethnic 
entrepreneurs. But to the Bangladeshis Orchard Street reads very differently. 
As Aslam, a Bangladeshi storeowner explained, the immigrants have an 
alternate mental map of the neighborhood. They chart a network of stores 
owned by their compatriots. He walked me to Rivington Street to point out how 
I can identify dispersed immigrant-owned stores by carefully examining the 
storefronts. The rest of street, the residents on the upper floors, the adjoining 
stores, and the Tenement museum hold no importance for Aslam and his 
friends. Instead, the Bangladeshis mark out an interlinked system of public 
spaces connecting the interior of their stores to the sidewalk in front.  
 
This project explores how we can write an architectural history that speaks of 
the life and experiences of people like Aslam and Nathalia. I study the edge 
between the building and street as a public space, a complex material 
palimpsest where years of human habitation, activity, and sometimes violent 
urban interventions have accrued, producing tangled histories, labyrinthine 
spaces, and visual clutter.  
 
This project, replicable in other urban sites, will produce a historical tour of 
Lower East Side that focuses on the street edge as a public space.  
 
What Are Thick Edges and Contact Zones? 
Mary Louise Pratt defines contact zones as "social spaces where cultures meet, 
clash, and grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical 
relations of power." The edge between buildings and streets are perfect public 
contact zones since individuals with diverse backgrounds interact on a daily 
basis in these spaces. These boundary-zones are also theaters of social change 
as shown by scholars such as Jane Jacobs, Georg Simmel, Walter Benjamin, 
and Sharon Zukin. Unlike traditional public spaces such as parks or plazas, 
street edges occupy a liminal position between the multiple domains 
(domestic/urban; inside/outside; private/public). Unlike the traditional public 
spaces, daily interactions in these mundane territories are neither fettered by 
normative mores of public conduct nor continuously monitored by the state and 
its institutions.  
 
Studying the public domain along building edges also produces a significantly 
different spatial history and suggests an alternative way to read the urban 
environment. Urban built form takes time to change (because the material 
environment survives longer than its inhabitants), while social life and cultural 
practices in these spaces change at a faster rate. Changes in use, occupation, 
and interactions along building edges occur at an even faster rate. Thus when 
architectural historians focus on buildings, they miss micro-histories that occur 
along its edges. Architectural tours of the Lower East Side cite "historic 
buildings" and the communities that built them producing narratives in which 
the building and its makers become the units of analysis. Polysemic stories of 
inhabitants who lived and used these buildings are erased in these official 
biographies.  
 
Thick edges refer to a 17-20 feet strip along the building edge and the adjoining 
sidewalk. Thick edges are inhabitable thresholds that include hems of buildings 
comprising an array of usable spaces such as façades, entrances, stairs, 
awnings, display cases, and hallways. A sectional drawing exposes social and 
spatial relationships between buildings and streets as well as that between 
upper floors and the sidewalk. The project overlays the physical layout and 
architectural configurations of these public peripheries with detailed accounts 
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of ownership, human behavior and daily practices. The goal is to produce nuanced accounts of public placemaking. 
 
Project Format and Methods 
This project focuses on select streets and buildings within a 10-block radius along bus route #9, cutting across Lower East Side along Essex 
Street and East Broadway. An annotated map will locate selected institutional, residential, retail, and religious buildings clustered along the 
route.   
 
The project deciphers the “sense of place” of chosen sites by using three interpretive lenses: 1) the physical configuration of the material 
environment documented via plans and sections, 2) social and place histories by means of annotations and narratives, 3) experiences and 
memories of everyday users collected from interviews, newspaper accounts and oral histories.  
 
Data Collection  
There are three types of data.  
1. Material data (spatial + architectural information) includes building configurations and ownership records. Fieldwork includes on-site 
measurements, photographing, and mapping. Spatial documentation will include maps (figure-grounds, location maps etc.), architectural 
plans and sections of the building edges with historical changes and various uses marked on them.  
 
2. Experiential data (ethnographies and oral histories) include auditory, olfactory, and haptic experiences culled from interviews with long-
time residents, store owners, vendors, community leaders, beat officers, and the general public. We will also collect digital recordings of 
contemporary street scenes and sounds for the web-tour. 
 
3. Historic data include secondary sources and archival data available in the New York Public Library, the City's Preservation Office, and 
the Tenement Museum archives. Also important are descriptions of these streets in twentieth century newspapers, personal dairies, and oral 
histories.  
 
Significance to Public Architecture  
1. This project enriches urban historiography by exploring the everyday cultural, political, and physical transformations of thick edges on 
the Lower East Side while simultaneously evaluating architecture's ability to accommodate change.  
 
2. Borrowing from the public history methods of Dolores Hayden and Setha Low, this analysis examines street edges as stages for the 
politics of placemaking and sites of contested histories that remain unacknowledged in traditional urban and public historiographies. This 
spatial and social history will look at the Lower East Side from the point of view of its inhabitants and explore the politics of placemaking 
at an everyday level.  
 
3. The project translates theoretical knowledge from geography, anthropology, architectural history, and urban design for lay audiences. 
The primary impact of this project lies in its ability to provide the general public a critical and informed way of evaluating and reading the 
built environment.  
 
4. The project deliverables will expose architects, urban designers, and building professionals to the heritage and history of the 
neighborhood and engender a more sympathetic urban intervention from them.  
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IdentIty | Place
Urban cUltUral landscaPes as contact Zones
architecture 533, department of architecture 
University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
contrIbUtors: Mitchell anderson, andy blaser, caitlin boyle, Jared cahners, 

nathan currier-Groh, Juan Feliciano, daniel Flesher, evan Homolka, 

Kristi Jacobs, Matthew Martin, Jessica Mulholland, Matthew Porges, 

and arijit sen (instructor)

A Buildings-Landscapes-Cultures Course.
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readInG streets 
as Urban contact 
Zones: tHe loWer 
east sIde stUdy

A city sidewalk by itself is nothing. It is an abstrac-

tion. It means something only in conjunction with the 

buildings and the other uses that border it, or bor-

der other sidewalks near it. … Streets and their side-

walks, the main public places of a city, are its most 

vital organs. - Jane Jacobs in The Death and Life of 

Great American Cities

Tenements along New York’s Orchard Street serve 

as testaments to the lives of many twentieth century 

working class immigrants. Tours offered by the Tene-

ment Museum take visitors through 97 Orchard Street 

and familiarize them with the lives of past inhabitants 

by showing them the apartments.1 Visitors learn the 

history of the tenements and hear stories of the people 

who lived in them. Yet, neither the architectural nor 

the social histories help the visitor visualize what Or-

chard Street used to be in the past. In order to so, the 

visitor needs to picture a moment in this street: a place 

teeming with people, push carts, residents, sounds, 

smells, and ephemeral events. The visitor is then trans-

ported into a theater set. Every individual she encoun-

ters in this set has reasons to be there. They read their 

environment in ways related to their experiences and 

personalities. Some of their stories can be recovered, 

some remain lost forever. By the fact of their presence, 

the visitor and the inhabitants become part of a plot. 

If we study everyone in this set, we will discover a mul-

titude of individual stories unfolding simultaneously 

within that conjured moment. The visitor-author 

writes herself into history and her creative attempt 

spawns multiple possible histories.2 

Getting into this project, our intentions were fo-

cused. We wanted to concentrate on the experience 

of the street-edge as the starting point of our urban 

investigations. We were interested in knowing how 

these edges were constructed and construed by the in-

habitants of these spaces, both in contemporary times 

as well as in the past. We wanted to examine how life 

between buildings spawned memories and gave mean-

ing to social events. We wanted to document the edge 

between buildings and the street as an intricate mate-

rial palimpsest where years of human habitation, ac-

tivity, and sometimes violent urban interventions have 

accrued, producing tangled histories, labyrinthine 

spaces, and visual complexity. In short, we were inter-

ested in developing methods of reading urban space.

Architectural histories speak of buildings in this 

area, urban histories focus on the transforming urban 

fabric, and the social/public histories speak of human 

interactions and institutions. Yet as students of urban 

and material environments we are still not sure how to 

study this city from the vantage point of the sidewalk.3 

Jane Jacobs has perceptively pointed out that sidewalks 

are not only the most vital and central urban public 

spaces but also, they are integral in-between domains 

between urban built and open spaces. The relevance of 

the street edge/sidewalk as a public domain in contem-

porary society became clear to me last summer when I 

conducted a short exploratory study of the Lower East 

Side. I discovered that during the day, storeowners on 

Orchard Street spread their wares out on the sidewalk 

on temporary racks. I knew that some of these vendors 

were recent immigrants from Bangladesh. Yet, it was 

difficult to identify the Bangladeshi stores from those 

owned by other ethnic entrepreneurs. 

A Bangladeshi storeowner I befriended insisted that 

immigrants have an alternate reading of this neighbor-

hood. He claimed that they recognize a network of 

stores owned by their compatriots in order to produce 

what seemed to be a unique mental map of this area. 

PreFace

Notes:

1. For more on the Tenement 
Museum tours of 97 Orchard Street 
see museum website, http://www.
tenement.org/tours.html.

2. A number of in formative literary 
and biographical histories of the 
area exist. See for instance, Bella 
Spewack, Streets: A Memoir of the 
Lower East Side, (New York: The 
Feminist Press at CUNY, 1996). 
Hasia R. Diner, Lower East Side 
Memories: A Jewish Place in History, 
(Princeton, Princeton University 
Press, 2000).

3. An interesting example of an 
experiential tour of the area is, Asa 
Mader, Soundwalk: Lower East Side, 
New York, Audio Recordings (New 
York: SoundWalk, 2003).
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He walked me from Orchard Street, via Rivington 

Street, to Essex Street. He showed me how to identify 

dispersed immigrant-owned stores by carefully exam-

ining the signs on their storefronts. The rest of the 

street, the residents on the upper floors, the adjoining 

stores, and the Tenement museum held no impor-

tance for this immigrant entrepreneur and his friends. 

Instead, I found that the Bangladeshis marked out an 

interlinked system of public spaces connecting the in-

terior of their stores to the sidewalk in the front. They 

experienced an urban world that I would not have 

known had I not met my storeowner friend. Maybe 

the reason why the Bangladeshi immigrant landscape 

missed my initial reconnaissance was simply because 

they actually inhabited a very different space than the 

one I was studying. This experience suggested to me 

that even before we consider using the sidewalk as a 

vantage point we need to understand how different 

groups and individuals use and construe the sidewalk 

as a stage. 

Contact Zones and Thick Edges

In order to begin this study, we identified two initial 

heuristic concepts. First was the idea of the street-edge 

as a contact zone. Mary Louise Pratt defines contact 

zones as “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and 

grapple with each other, often in contexts of highly 

asymmetrical relations of power.”4 The edge between 

buildings and streets are perfect public contact zones 

since individuals with diverse backgrounds interact on 

a daily basis in these spaces. These boundary-zones are 

also theaters of social change as shown by a wide vari-

ety of scholars such as Jane Jacobs, Georg Simmel, Wal-

ter Benjamin, and Sharon Zukin.5 Unlike traditional 

public spaces such as parks or plazas, street edges oc-

cupy a liminal position between the multiple domains 

(domestic/urban; inside/outside; private/public). 

Unlike traditional public spaces, daily interactions in 

these mundane territories are neither solely fettered by 

normative mores of public conduct nor continuously 

monitored by the state and its institutions. 

Studying the public domain along building edges 

also produces a significantly different spatial history 

and suggests an alternative way to read the urban envi-

ronment. Urban built form takes time to change (be-

cause the material environment survives longer than 

its inhabitants), while social life and cultural practices 

in these spaces change at a faster rate. Changes in use, 

occupation, and interactions along building edges 

occur at an even faster rate. Thus when architectural 

historians focus on buildings, they miss ephemeral 

micro-histories that occur along its edges. Architectural 

tours of the Lower East Side cite “historic buildings” 

and the communities that built them producing narra-

tives in which the building and its makers become the 

units of analysis.6 Polysemic stories of inhabitants who 

lived and used these buildings are erased in these offi-

cial biographies. Fleetingly enacted occasions, despite 

being short-lived, produce permanent memories. The 

ephemeral events of everyday life get stained into the 

physical fabric of the city. Studying a street edge as a 

contact zone helps uncover these transient moments 

and incorporate momentary, performative, episodic 

social events into our urban histories. 

The second concept is that of a thick edge. The 

concept of a thick edge helped us consider the social, 

psychological, and material qualities of the street-edge 

in this study. Iain Borden explains thick edge as a 

boundary “that emerges as not a plane but a zone, not 

physical but socio-spatial, not a division of things but 

a negotiation of flows.”7 Thick edge refers to a territory 

that encompasses the building edge and the adjoining 

sidewalk. They are inhabitable thresholds that include 

hems of buildings comprising an array of usable spaces 

such as façades, entrances, stairs, awnings, display 

cases, and hallways. A sectional drawing exposes social 

and spatial relationships between buildings and streets 

as well as that between upper floors and the sidewalk. 

This project overlays the physical layout and archi-

tectural configurations of “thick edges” with detailed 

accounts of ownership, human behavior and daily 

practices. The goal is to produce nuanced accounts of 

everyday public placemaking.

Notes:

4. Mary L. Pratt, “Arts of the Con-
tact Zone,” Profession 91 (1991): 35.

5. For instance, see Chapter 6 in 
Sharon Zukin, The Culture of Cities, 
(Malden, Blackwell Publishers Inc. 
1995), 187-258.
Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities, (New York: 
Random House, Inc., 1993) 37-115
Georg Simmel, “The Metropolis 
and Mental Life,” in The Sociol-
ogy of Georg Simmel, Translator, 
Kurt Wolff, (New York: Free Press, 
1950), 409-424 
 Joseph D. Lewandowski, “Street 
culture: The dialectic of urbanism in 
Walter Benjamin’s Passagen-werk,” 
Philosophy & Social Criticism 31 
(2005): 293-308.

 6. See for instance, Ruth Limmer, 
Six Heritage Tours of the Lower 
East Side, (New York: NYU Press, 
1997). 

7. Iain Borden, “Thick Edge: 
Architectural Boundaries in 
the Postmodern Metropolis,” in 
InterSections, eds. Iain Borden and 
Jane Rendell (New York: Routledge, 
2000), 240.
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Project Format and Methods

This project focuses on select streets and buildings 

within a 10-block radius along bus route #9, cutting 

across the Lower East Side along Essex Street and East 

Broadway. 

Since this was a four-week class, we had to be efficient 

with time. The project was managed in three-stages: 

a preparatory week in Milwaukee, a data-collection 

phase during a week-long field trip in New York, and an 

intense production phase peppered with skill building 

workshops and peer-review. 

Four groups of students (three students per group) 

explored eight selected sites using three interpretive 

lenses: 1.) the physical configuration of the material 

environment documented via plans and sections, 2.) 

social and place histories by means of annotations and 

narratives, and 3.) experiences and memories of everyday 

users collected from interviews, observations, newspa-

per accounts and oral histories. Field work included the 

collection of the following kinds of evidence.

1. Material data (spatial + architectural infor-
mation) included building configurations and 
ownership records. Fieldwork included on-site 
measurements, photographing, and mapping. 

2. Experiential data (ethnographies and oral 
histories) included auditory, olfactory, and 
haptic experiences culled from interviews with 
long-time residents, store owners, vendors, com-
munity leaders, and the general public.

3. Historic data included secondary sources 
and archival data available in the New York 
Public Library, the City’s Preservation Office, 
and historical societies. Students also scanned 
archival information in newspapers and second-
ary sources.

This project is replicable in other urban sites. An im-

portant goal of this project is to ensure that the report is 

accessible to the general public while being thoughtful, 

critical and informed. In the following chapters, stu-

dents translate theoretical knowledge from geography, 

anthropology, architectural history, and urban design 

for lay audiences. 

In Chapter 1, Mitchell Anderson, Caitlin Boyle 

and Matthew Martin explore two kinds of business 

establishments: a corner-store type popularly known 

as a bodega and a clothing store. Their study uncov-

ers temporal rhythms embedded in the built environ-

ment. These rhythms emerge from human behavior, 

cultural practices, and historical events. They argue 

that we often experience these rhythms without neces-

sarily reflecting on them self consciously. We embody 

and internalize these rhythms. Talking about contact 

zones, the authors argue, “sometimes interactions are 

unintentional, unconscious and embodied, and these 

interactions are just as powerful/informative as inten-

tional ones.” 

Chapter 2, written by Andy Blaser, Nathan Currier-

Groh and Matthew Porges focuses on the reproduc-

tion and maintenance of sacred territories. They 

compare a Greek Romaniote synagogue, Kehila 

Kedosha Janina on Broome Street, to the mushroom-

ing storefront Buddhist temples in the vicinity. Explor-

ing how sacred domains are reproduced in urban space, 

the authors argue that “by reading spaces as a series of 

boundaries… one can start to understand spaces in a 

new way and potentially what they mean to others.” For 

them boundaries are simultaneously physical, embod-

ied and temporal, interpreted, and socially constructed. 

Deciphering the existence of multiple, overlapping, and 

interpreted boundaries is the first step towards reading 

a contact zone.

Jared Cahners, Evan Homolka and Jessica Mulhol-

land revisit the timeless structure-agency debate in 

Chapter 3 when they explore the notion of “enacted 

environments,” a concept they borrow from James 

Rojas, in order to study a community garden and a bus 

stop/ticketing office.8 They discover that the material 

and visual landscape is deceptive and incomplete. By 

reading place as experiential, sequential and episodic 

they confront the contradictions between “architec-

ture” and “event.” 

The final chapter is written by Juan Feliciano, Daniel 

Flesher and Kristi Jacobs. They revisit the idea of temporal 

Notes:

8. James Rojas, “The Enacted En-
vironment: Examining the Streets 
and Yards of East Los Angeles,” in 
Everyday America: Cultural Land-
scape Studies after J. B. Jackson. Eds. 
Paul E. Groth and Chris Wilson, 
(Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2003), 275-92.
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cycles explored in earlier chapters. But by comparing a 
temporary market place created by mobile push carts to 
a historic coffee shop, they question the meaning of 
authenticity and materiality in our experience of cities. 

I will like to acknowledge the help of many friends and 
colleagues in Milwaukee and New York. We are indebt-
ed to Dean Greenstreet for his moral, intellectual and 
financial support. We appreciate the trust and confi-
dence that Bob had in us. Professors Harvey Rabinow-
itz, Thomas Hubka, Jeffrey Ollswang graciously spoke 
to us to prepare us for this trip. Larry Witzling and 
Harvey suggested budget places to help with the lodg-
ing issue. Sharadha Natraj from the Resource Center 
helped us as we prepared for our trip to New York. An 
anonymous person made a giant poster for our class free 
of cost and advertised it. Whoever you are, thank you!

Marci Reaven, Mary Beth Betts, Zach Rice, and 
Marcia Haddad Ikonomopoulos helped us collect data 
and provided valuable resources during field work. 
Despite busy schedules, they took time off to talk to us 
and accompany us to various sites. Without their sup-
port we would not have completed this project. 

Ellen Grimes, Andrea Lamberti (Rafael Vinoly 
Architects PC), Jessica Blaustein (Van Alen Institute), 
Frances Halsband (Kliment Halsband Architects), 
Alex Diez (Kliment Halsband Architects), Celia Liu, 
and Natalie Rebuck (former student, Kliment Hals-
band Architects) spend time with us. We thank them 
for their hospitality. Our tours of Van Alen Institute, 
Rafael Vinoly’s and Kliment Halsband Architects’ of-
fices were informative and we hope to see our students 
return to these places when they graduate. We thank 
Vaishali Wagh who helped us during our trip to New 
York. I thank Andy Blaser for hours of hard work. He 
handled the production of this monograph in addition 
to doing the final layout.

Finally, I want to thank the students who, by their 
diligence, dedication, and intellectual commitment 
made this project successful. Because of them, teach-
ing this class was a pleasurable experience. Getting 12 
students for a summer class reflects the enthusiasm with 
which the students promoted this class. This project is 
dedicated to them. 

Milwaukee, June 28, 2008.

Arijit Sen 
Assistant Professor of Architecture 
Buildings-Landscapes-Cultures Program, 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee and Madison

Department of Architecture, University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
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Don Juan Grocery and Modern Fashion 
are both commercial stores in the lower east 
side. The character of each place is resultant 

from and continues to be shaped by decisions of mul-
tiple social constituencies, both from the top-down 
(governmental, institutional) and from the bottom-
up (individual residents, storeowners). Institutional 
intervention can have a more drastic and fundamental 
impact—such as building codes that shape the city 
fabric—while individual choices have an immediate 
though temporary effect. These smaller scale deci-
sions, such as individual storeowners hanging signs 
and creating window displays, can greatly influence 
the overall experience of the neighborhood. Think, for 
instance, how a streetscape of homogeneous signage—
the same type, colors and material—changes when a 
single storeowner erects a sign of significantly larger 
and brighter text. With that one change, a pedestrian’s 
vision will be attracted to different areas, will form a 
different process of gathering information, and will 
create a different perception of the area. 

Another way to frame the pedestrian’s response to 
the sign change is as a modified rhythm of observing 
and experiencing the street. Imagine walking amidst 
pedestrian traffic along the streetscape described 
above. Each individual walks at his own pace, de-
pendent upon one’s natural cadence and immediate 

mood. Those people who notice the bright sign and 
are intrigued by its uniqueness may slow down to ex-
amine it further or wonder why it is different than the 
others. This change in pace exemplifies how rhythm is 
an embodied element of experiencing the surrounding 
environment. It also shows how—even if one is not 
fully aware of it—rhythm is affected by nuances in the 
environment. 

Social agents, then—whether institutional or in-
dividual—make decisions that create rhythms in the 
built environment. French philosopher Henri Lefeb-
vre discusses rhythm as resultant “everywhere where 
there is interaction between a place, a time, and an ex-
penditure of energy.”1 There are many types of rhythm, 
but we identify two—historical and experiential—for 
our project. We present them separately for the sake 
of clarity in this project, but in reality they are inex-
tricably related. Experiential rhythm refers to the 
sensory perceptions of a place—felt through pace, vi-
sion, smell, and sound. Rhythms in the built environ-
ment effected by historic processes develop over time 
and are often invisible to the average person—it takes 
further insight, such as historical research, to uncover 
knowledge that can be hidden. Once uncovered, this 
knowledge changes the framework with which the pe-
destrian looks at the city.

rHytHMs oF tHe contact Zone

View of Sara D. Roosevelt Park 
looking to Chrystie Street on 
the left and Forsyth Street 
on the right.

Don Juan

Notes: 1. Henri Lefebvre, Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday Life, trans. Stuart Elden and Gerald Moore (New York, New York: Continuum 
International Publishing Group, 2004), 15.

 IntroductIon
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These rhythms are a way of experiencing place, 
but can also be a way of place-making. For example, 
a space is transformed into a place of economic ex-
change when one person claims a place on the side-
walk to temporarily sell purses and wallets. Although 
probably illegal, and outside the rhythms of the area, 
this person’s rhythm creates a new, temporary place. 

In each of the following case studies, we will show 
how using two types of rhythm—experiential and 
historical—to study a place changes the way that one 
perceives that area. 

Over the course of a week, observation and mea-
surement of the sites, as well as interaction with store 
workers and passersby has led us to discover/docu-
ment/formulate this argument. In addition, several 
theories and methods have influenced our direction. 
Tom Schlereth’s use of maps to look at setting and the 
multiple possible interpretations of maps is important 
for its recognition of larger scale changes as indicators 
of the contextual change in which buildings, business-
es and people live.2 We employed his concepts when 
we consulted Sanborn maps from different years and 
discovered that Sara D. Roosevelt Park was once filled 
with buildings. Setha Low’s illumination of the social 
production of space and the social construction of 
space is important for its treatment of material and en-
acted elements of a place.3 Following Low’s ideas, we 
sought to understand how actors from both the top-
down and the bottom-up operate in creating space 
through physical and symbolic intervention. Jane 
Jacob’s emphasis on the social networks of a neigh-
borhood and their relation to street life is important 
for accentuating the role of individual characters and 
institutions in maintaining dynamic places.4 Using 
Jacobs concepts in our own project, we specifically 
looked for the impact that individuals have within so-
cial networks and on the built environment.

Notes: 2. Thomas J. Schlereth, “Past Cityscapes: Uses of Cartography in Urban History” In Artifacts and the American Past (Nashville, Tennessee: Ameri-
can Association for State and Local History, 1980), 66-86.

 3. Setha M. Low, “Spatializing Culture” In On the Plaza (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000), 154-179.

 4. Jane Jacobs, “The Uses of Sidewalks: Contact” In The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Reissue edition ed. (New York, New York: Vin-
tage Books, 1992), 55-73.

Above: Broome Street elevation 
of Don Juan Grocery.

Above: view of Modern and its 
neighbors to the north.
Left: Street view of an empty 
Orchard Street.

rhythms of the contact zone
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HISTORICAL RHYTHMS: Historic changes are 
not always visible in the present. For instance, the area 
that is Sara D. Roosevelt Park was once a typical block 
on the lower east side, packed with buildings and peo-
ple. In 1929, seven blocks were cleared and were set 

to become model low-cost housing. Political problems 
hindered the plans, and the land sat open for 6 years 
until 1936, when the recreational park opened under 
the direction of Robert Moses.5 

Notes: 5.  Joyce Mendelsohn, The Lower East Side Remembered & Revisited (New York: The Lower East Side Press, 2001).

Front Street Entrance (along Broome Street) of Don Juan Grocery.

Dominican owned 
Grocery Store

Located at the Corner 
of Broome & Forsyth

110 Forsyth Street
New York, NY 10002

212 925-7370

Above: current view of the park from Don Juan with buildings superimposed to suggest pre-park density
Below: current view of the park from Don Juan, at the corner of Broome and Forsyth Streets

don JUan Grocery

don Juan Grocery
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1894 Sanborn Map of Lower East Side.   1955 Fire Insurance Map or Lower East Side.

The term bodega has an 
ambiguous history, but comes 
from the Latino usage for a 
small shop selling groceries 
and alcohol. In New York 
City, the term appears to be 
used generally as slang for this 
type of store. The function of 
the store, combined with the 
bright yellow and red awnings 
begin to suggest indicators of 
the type. 
 The history of the bodega, 
as traced through New York 
Times articles, shows an 
interesting progression from 
local, community hubs run by 
dedicated individuals to an 
iconic institution, appropriat-
ed by artists, and synonymous 
with bold signage and Latino 
neighborhoods. 
 The network of bodegas 
throughout New York City 
is composed of stores owned 
by unrelated individuals. 
As early as 1959, the term 
bodega was used in a New 
York Times article about the 
proliferation of Puerto Rican 
food markets. An article in 
1970 emphasized the multiple 
functions of the bodega for the 
local community, including 
its role as a meeting place 
and site for help with legal 
forms. A formalized network 
of storeowners began in 1967 
when John Torres started the 
Metro Spanish Merchants 
Food Co-op.

Had the initial plans been followed, the context 
of Don Juan’s corner would be remarkably different, 
resembling the corners amidst dense blocks nearby. Its 
unique position creates more potential customers by 
making it a convenient stop for passersby and park users.

The arrows located on the maps indicate the contemporary en-
trance to Don Juan Grocery. The 1894 map shows the neighbor-
hood pre 1929 before the seven blocks were demolished. Imagine 
the congestion of buildings and people in the area at that time. 
The 1955 map shows the same area after the seven blocks were 

turned into a recreational park. Also notice Delancey Street has 
been widened, this occurred for the entrance to the Manhat-
tan Bridge. The location of Don Juan is unique for this reason; 
without the park it would be in the midst of a typical dense city 
block.

We spent an hour observing the movement of people through 
the park space near Don Juan. Each line in the diagram in-
dicates a persons movement through the park, each “x” on 
the diagram indicates where a person stopped and sat down. 
What became clear is a distinct pedestrian path that is heav-
ily used to get from one side of the park to another. Interest-
ingly, this path (if looking at the 1894 map above) coincides 
with the uninterrupted Broome Street which vehicles can no 
longer transgress but pedestrians continue to use. This path 
passes right by Don Juan, providing the store with a good sup-
ply of potential customers.

rhythms of the contact zone
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EXPERIENTIAL RHYTHMS: Multiple experi-
ential rhythms coexist in the space around Don Juan 
Grocery and Sara D. Roosevelt Park. Individuals form 
groups that practice tai chi in the depressed court, 
women push strollers, people ride through on bikes, 
some people sit for a few minutes and others stay for 
hours, friends walk and talk in groups, other people 
walk and talk on their phone.

The store is an intensely local enterprise, 
capitalizing on its location and catering to 
its immediate context. Don Juan’s awning 

contradicts the building’s sharp corner and gives it the 
illusion of having a trapezoidal corner entrance. Rath-
er than catering only to the two sides of the building, 
this third section of the awning addresses the park and 
invites more potential customers. 

In 1986, formal celebration 
of the 50th anniversary of 
the bodega in New York City 
showed the pride surrounding 
the store and its importance 
to the Latino experience in 
New York. This sentiment was 
compromised in 1990 when 
there were several INS raids of 
bodegas, supposedly in connec-
tion to investigations of stores 
being fronts for drug activity.

Bodega picture

 Through the years the bodega 
has become an icon of New 
York’s Latino neighborhoods 
and within the past few years, 
governmental action has 
recognized their assets to the 
community: in 2003, mayor 
Bloomberg backed anti-
crime program that had been 
pushed by the Bodega Associa-
tion of the United States, Inc. 
Bringing bodega into the pop 
culture arena, architect Josh 
Goldstein made an exhibi-
tion of bodega photography in 
2003, and the following year 
the Bodega Association of the 
United States introduced a 
new brand Mi Bodega, whose 
logo is a brightly colored 
grocery awning. 

View of Forsyth Street entrance. 
The cars along the street park 
perpendicular to the sidewalk. 
We noticed nine or ten cars 
parked at a single time, about 
half of which were occupied by 
a driver. The repetition of the 
orientation and the prevalence of 
drivers waiting suggest a specific 
rhythm and common under-
standing. 

Street elevation of Don Juan looking down Broome Street.

don Juan Grocery
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View from Broome Street of the trapezoidal corner entrance 
with a pedestrian entering on the side.  

Close up view of the Forsyth Street side of the Don Juan with 
windows and a door bricked in and covered.

The colors of the store’s sign, a bright yellow back-
ground with red lettering, are typical of bodegas in 
the neighborhood. However, to a pedestrian walk-
ing through the park towards Forsyth Street, the sign 

stands out from others on the block. Unlike the cor-
ners of Broome and Allen Streets, which have several 
bodegas with yellow and red signs, Don Juan is the 
only bright sign in its immediate vicinity.

Section of the store cut along Forsyth Street to show basement and street spaces.

Detailed elevation of the Forsyth Street side, which faces the park.

rhythms of the contact zone
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Store Movement Diagrams

Example of a customer’s path 
to the beer fridge, cash register 
and exit. This is one quick 
store visit that we witnessed.

Example of a customer’s path 
through the store to get a box 
of cereal, napkins and Dial 
soap, then to the check out 
and exit. This is a hypothetical 
store visit for non-immediate 
consumption.
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Broome Street elevation of Don Juan.

don Juan Grocery

Plan of the store with the location of items as they 
appeared on the shelves. 

Basement Plan showing exterior and interior stairs.
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From the outside, Don Juan looks like a very small 
store because windows on Forsyth Street are bricked 
in. Upon entering, however, the shopper realizes that 
the store extends beyond the glass window displays, 
which seems to define the store from the outside. The 
physical element sets up an opportunity for the person 
to experience that moment of discovery. 

The store itself caters to multiple rhythms. It al-
lows some people to come in and quickly access the 
beer along the wall of coolers to a person’s immediate 
left upon entering. Other people can choose to walk 
through the aisles, spending more time to look for 
items. Additionally, the store’s products are a mix of 
individual items for immediate consumption—such 
as cans of soda and single bags of chips—and larger 

quantities for delayed and prolonged usage—such as 
bags of cat food and boxes of cereal. 

The store has several surveillance cameras and closed 
circuit television screens that patrons see immediately 
upon entering the store. This creates an atmosphere in 
which patrons know they are being watched and it is 
almost uncomfortable for them to linger in the store. 
People alter their rhythm when they recognize the 
surveillance system watching them. 

 

Left: a patron pays at the check out.

Right: worker restocking beer in 
the refrigerator.

Section cut along Broome Street showing relation of the store to the park.

Surveillance system visible immediately upon entering the store.
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HISTORICAL RHYTHMS: While walking along 
the sidewalk, a linear path, one may assume that it is 
consistent with the street-grid that characterizes most 
of New York City. There are a few grids in the city, the 
largest of which extends north of Houston Street and 
was imposed by the 1811 Commissioner’s Plan. Be-
fore this comprehensive plan, individual farm owners 
created their own grids on their property. For this rea-
son, below Houston Street there are at least two other 
grid systems, remnants of the De Lancey and Rutgers 
farms.6 Modern Fashion is located within one of these 
smaller grids. 

A series of mayoral decisions altered 
the street life over time. In the 19th century 
and into the 20th, immigrant cart-peddlers 

and their customers filled the streets with people. The 
opening of the Essex Street Market in 1940, and other 

Notes: 6. Zach Watson Rice and Andrew S. Dolkart, “The Lower East Side,” in City Building, (Conference Tour Guide, Annual Conference of the Ver-
nacular Architecture Forum, New York, 2006), 5.

Front street entrance (along Orchard Street) of Modern Fashion & Style.

Bangladeshi Owned 
Clothing Store

Located on Orchard 
Street

139 Orchard Street
New York, NY 10002

212 677-7401

Modern FasHIon and style

Image from Historic Atlas of New York City shows the land 
development before 1811, when the Commissioner’s Plan cre-
ated the dominate street grid for Manhattan. Multiple street 
grids are visible. 
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Orchard Street is in the process of a major overhaul. As old icons of the area leave, new stores and bars are changing the urban fabric of the street. The street itself 
is no longer a pedestrian street, with more cars than people.

indoor markets, moved the carts inside, delivering a 
fatal blow to street life while imposing civic order. The 
1970s saw a calculated attempt to revitalize the street 
by closing it to vehicular traffic on Sundays. Today, 
signs of gentrification are filling vacancies: clothing 
stores that carefully order their displays and a bar that 
operates after store hours, creating a new temporal or-
der. The latter is also providing a new impetus for Or-
chard Street as a destination, a place to go rather than 

to pass through, a role the cart-peddlers once played. 
During the week, local residents frequent Lucky Jack’s 
bar, which opened in 2004 as the first bar on the 
block, and on the weekends, people come to the bar 
from elsewhere in the city. The bar creates a reason for 
them to come to Orchard Street.

Looking at a photograph from 1937 shows the amount of people and push carts that once used to populate Orchard. Using various photographs from the area, this 
diagram shows what movement of people through Orchard Street on a given day around the might have looked like. (Image by Alexander Alland)

By lowering the licenses for push carts, the city essentially cleared the streets of push carts, creating a more vehicle friendly environment. In the 1970’s, the city 
decided to close off Orchard Street every Sunday to revive the pedestrian past of the street. (Image from Laurie Johnston article)
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EXPERIENTIAL RHYTHMS: Cars outnumber 
people along contemporary Orchard Street. The nature 
of this movement, which is quick and occurs further 
from the stores than a person walking on the sidewalk, 
changes the overall cadence of the street. The stimulus 
a passing car creates when it drives by—including the 
noise and the whirl of air—pulls attention to the mid-
dle of the street rather than to the static storefronts on 
the person’s other side. The store’s signage responds to 
the multiple rhythms by appealing differently to ve-
hicular and pedestrian traffic: to the former with the 
large sign that extends the whole width of the store, 
and the latter with smaller signs and the worker who 
personally addresses passersby.

While store workers vie for attention by calling out 
to passersby and hanging goods over the sidewalk, the 
narrow storefronts can be passed in mere seconds. The 
street encourages linear movement—walking, driving, 
biking—but the workers try to interrupt that tendency 
by trying to create reasons for people to stop. 

When he uses the awning rod to hang 
clothes over the door, the storeowner ex-
tends his control from the inside of the 

store out onto the sidewalk. This creates a temporary 
structure that impacts the passersby by drawing atten-
tion to a space that may have gone unnoticed. 

Front elevation of 132 Orchard 
Street with shadows.

Sign indicating Orchard Street closure to vehicles on Sundays 
from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

A single pedestrian walks past newer boutique stores on the 
corner of Orchard and Rivington Streets.

Front elevation of 130-134 Orchard Street buildings.
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The need to emphasize this zone stems from the 
narrow storefront. Not only does it limit the amount 
of display space in the windows, but also a walking pe-
destrian might pass by without even noticing it. If the 
storefront were longer, the pedestrian would take more 
time to pass it, and it is more likely that she would no-
tice the display, become curious and enter the store. 
The storeowner responds to the physical limitation 
of the building’s structure by enacting a zone that the 

pedestrian will have to acknowledge physically, by go-
ing under or around it. 

The inside of Modern is a single corridor that ex-
tends directly back from the entrance. It is surrounded 
with racks of leather and fur coats, from floor to ceil-
ing, and the clothing fills in the space so that there is 
not room for more than two people to stand across the 
aisle. Additionally, one has to retrace the same path in 

A current snapshot of the 
block begins to indicate the 
layers of history and the turn-
over that is occurring. Ben 
Freedman Men’s Furnishings, 
located at 137 Orchard Street, 
has roots in the traditional 
push carts of the street in 
1927. 

Sol Moscot eye wear store 
began with a peddler cart in 
1899. It moved to a store on 
Rivington Street in 1915, 
then to 118 Orchard Street in 
1951 and has become a land-
mark business of the area. It is 
still family run and reputable 
clients include Johnny Depp. 

Beckenstein’s signage remains, 
though S. Beckenstein’s moved 
to another location in 1999, 
after 80 years at 130 Orchard 
St, and the building has 
been converted into high-end 
lofts. Before Beckenstein’s, 
the address hosted the Canal 
Exchange of the New York 
Telephone Company, which 
serviced the lower east side.Plan of Modern Fashion and Style, aligned with True North up, showing the offset grid.

Detailed elevation of 132 Orchard Street with shadows.
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entering and exiting the store. This creates a forced ho-
mogeneity of movement through the store. 

The storeowner employs a similar manipulation of 
physical rhythm as we saw with the use of the awning 
outside to create a back room inside of the store. The 

racks of clothing are oriented in such a way that revises 
the actual structure of the store by essentially form-
ing a wall. Instead of the single room, then, the store 
becomes separated into two rooms, even though the 
patron does not realize this.

Lucky Jack’s, which opened 
in 2004, is the first bar on 
this block. It caters to a local 
crowd during the week, but 
Thursday through Saturday 
becomes filled with residents of 
other neighborhoods. Giselle, 
at 133 Orchard Street, boasts 
4 floors of current European 
fashions, and also keeps an 
extensive online showroom for 
Internet shoppers. 

View of inside the store showing racks of clothing that create 
and hide a back room.

Store workers stand on the sidewalk to engage pedestrians as 
they walk by.
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An awning rod becomes a prop for displaying clothes and 
claims space on the sidewalk. Pedestrians must go under or 
around it.

Opposite Page: Section cut through Modern to show how the 
store relates to the street and how the awning relates to the 
sidewalk.

View from back of the store looking out at the street; notice the 
narrow corridor and single path in and out of the store.

Below: sectional perspective of the store showing how spaces 
relate to each other, especially the importance of the entryway 
extending the store out onto the sidewalk.
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Using Don Juan and Modern Fashion to 
develop our conception of the thick edge 
and contact zone underscores that the city is 

constantly in motion. At the street scale, individuals 
are constantly sitting, walking, biking, and driving; 
and, at the neighborhood scale, businesses and resi-
dents are continuously moving in and out. The nature 
of that motion impacts the experience of the street life 
and social interaction. 

When multiple people inhabit the same space, they 
must constantly negotiate with one another, creating 
contact zones.7 Our project provides new insight into 
the dynamics of the contact zone by examining the his-
torical and experiential rhythms of the built environ-
ment. The concept can be extended to other rhythms. 
For instance, if you examine the rhythms generated by 
economics, the gentrification of Orchard Street would 
become central to one’s view of the changing built en-
vironment. 

Mary Louise Pratt’s notion of the contact zone is 
predicated on intentional acts of engaging in debate 

and asserting one’s viewpoint. We add that a deeper 
understanding of the contact zone recognizes its 
dependency upon the existence of people, but not 
necessarily upon conscious or direct social interaction 
between them. Sometimes interactions are uninten-
tional, unconscious, and embodied, and these interac-
tions are just as powerful/informative as intentional 
ones. Witnessing a negotiation of sidewalk space— 
as one person stalls behind, then speeds up to pass 
another person in his way—can make someone more 
aware of her position within a flow of pedestrians, even 
though the encounter was not verbal, and the person-
in-the-way may never be aware of his role.

The interaction between people occurs in space, 
and as we have seen, the characteristics of the space 
can influence the way that people act and interact. The 
contact zone can occur anywhere and our cases show 
how public spaces are transformed into contact zones 
when multiple people use them concurrently. When 
used in this way, public spaces become thick edges, 
hosting interaction and contact. Contact zones over-
lay and activate the latent thick edges.
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This story of the Lower East Side (LES) 
explores the multi-layered experience of the 
many inhabitants of this neighborhood, their 

diverse cultures, and the myriad places they live in. A 
long history of immigration has produced diversified 
neighborhoods as new groups make changes in exterior 
details and spatial configurations. This variety is evi-
dent through building fronts and their relationship to 
the street. Many visitors may find the transition from 
sidewalk to shop overwhelming and unintelligible, but 
these wide-ranging social contexts go greatly unnoticed 
for local residents. Jewish and the more recent Fuzhou-
nese emigrants have greatly influenced the fabric of 
the LES. A dynamic enacted environment has been 
created through shared public spaces and an energetic 
street brought to life by behavior patterns of distinct 
cultures.

This project proposes, by reading spaces as a series of 
boundaries that one can start to understand spaces in a 
new way and potentially what they mean to others. In 
Jackson’s “A Pair of Ideal Landscapes,” boundaries are 
identified as being in all landscapes and “serve a variety 
of functions.”1 Boundaries regulate social relationships 
and give identity. They provide a means of organiza-
tion and defining of territories. They can also help to 
regulate contact or communications between groups 
or individuals and in doing so provide security. 

If boundaries serve many functions they are also 
manifest in the landscape in many different ways. 
Jackson warns when studying boundaries that “In 
the contemporary Western world we assume that a 
boundary is the point (or line) of contact between two 
defined spaces.”2 When reading spaces in the field one 
quickly realizes that boundaries are not simple lines 
as represented on maps or drawings and that they are 
not only physical objects like doors and walls. Martin 
Heidegger defines a boundary as “not that at which 
something stops, but… That from which something 
begins its essential unfolding.”3 Taking this definition 
Ian Borden widens the potential by adding “the bound-
ary emerges as not a plane but a zone, not physical but 
socio-spatial, not a division of things but a negotiation 
of flows.”4 From these definitions one sees that bound-
aries exist around and within spaces of all scales and 
are created by human activity and understanding and 
may occur only at certain times. 

This project will expand on the cumulative defini-
tion of boundaries by presenting evidence from field 
research collected in the Lower East Side of Manhat-
tan at the Guan Gong Temple and the Kehila Kedosha 
Janina Synagogue. The examples from the research fit 
into three types of boundaries; physical, embodied, and 
temporal. 

Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue on Broome Street in Chinatown, Lower East Side.

loWer east sIde sacred sPaces

“The beauty of the Lower 

East Side escapes all easy 

definition. It is a beauty 

shaped by the desperate 

will to survive, a beauty 

of form and content so 

tightly interwoven that 

warp and woof, by now, 

are one”.

Leo Lionni,

Commencement Address, 

Cooper Union, 5/29/1991

Notes: 1. John Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 13.

 2. Jackson, 13.

 3. Martin Heidegger, “Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” in Basic Writings (London: Routledge, revised edition, 1993), 356

 4. Iain Borden and Jane Rendell, Intersections (New York: Routledge, 2000), 240.
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KKJ is observant of gender separation as 

mandated by Jewish tradition. Men utilize 

seating on the first floor and women assemble 

in a second floor gallery.

KeHIla KedosHa 
JanIna 
280 brooMe street, 
neW yorK, ny

Modest in stature, the newly restored 
Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue 
stands proudly between tenement build-

ings in the Lower East Side’s Chinatown. This small 
building is culturally significant for housing the only 
remaining Greek Romaniote branch of Judaism in the 
Western Hemisphere. Romaniote customs date back 
to Hellenistic Greece and over the centuries, have 
developed their own religious and social customs that 
differ considerably from those of Ashkenazic and 
Sephardic Jews. Founded in 1906, this congregation 
raised enough money by 1927 to employ architect 
Sydney Daub to design and construct their temple. Its 
two-story brick architecture reveals markings of the 
Jewish faith, including metal Magen Davids along the 
roofline, and tablets of the High Law appearing both 
on the upper façade and heralded between lions above 
the front door. Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue con-
tinues to operate, and has opened its doors to the com-
munity as a museum, keeping its history alive.

Notes: 5. The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations, “NYPL Digital Gallery,” 2004-2008, 
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/index.cfm (accessed 26 June 2008).

hIstory

Kehila Kedosha Janina 1999, Photo by Dylan Stone.5 KKJ post restoration 2008.
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GUan GonG teMPle 
294 brooMe street, 
neW yorK, ny

Guan Gong (pronounced Goo-arn Gorng) 
is a Taoist warrior bodhisattva and is glori-
fied at this and other shrines around the city. 

Incense fills the air on Broome Street as joss sticks 
burn for Guan Gong, and offerings of wine, fruit, and 
rice are left at the door by visitors in asking for bless-
ings. The temple was established to create a place of 
prayer to the Deity and as a tool to remember good-
ness in daily life. Temple doors are open wide to the 
sidewalk and exotic idol statuary and Chinese decora-
tions can be seen from the street. In what has become 
the standard for the Chinese vernacular temple design, 
a bright red awning shades the entryway. The 6-story 
building, built in 2001, holds retail space on the 
second floor, and the third through sixth floors each 
hold a front and rear apartment. Although English 
is not the first language of temple staff members, 
inquisitive visitors are met with a friendly smile, and 
any question is politely answered.

GGT’s circulation path expands and contracts 

within a sequence directed toward a focal 

point of a shrine.

Notes: 6. Sun Sun Group, “Projects,” 2007, http://www.jimmyqiu.com/portfolio/sunsun/construction/project.htm (accessed 26 June 2008).

Guan Gong Temple 2008, Photo by Author, Inset: Building in 2001, Carley Yee Architecture & Sun Sun Construction, Inc.6
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Ark at the rear of the Synagogue

Bimah at the center of �srt �oor

Mens
Seating

Mens
Seating

Womens
Seating

Womens
Seating

Womens
Seating

spacIal orGanIzatIon

The term sacred can be 

defined as spiritual spaces 

worthy of religious 

veneration, or spaces 

entitled to reverence and 

respect. Juxtaposed to this 

is the secular or profane. 

The physical boundar-

ies between sacred and 

profane can be unclear to 

those who are unfamiliar. 

Sacred spaces extend their 

boundaries with sensory 

stimuli including the 

sounds of singing or ring-

ing bells, or the smell of 

burning incense. Confines 

of sacred space are further 

blurred when the sacred 

is used for community 

activities.

Physical boundaries are a part of the built 
environment and can be seen. Others can be 
seen but go unnoticed for various reasons. Ex-

amples of physical boundaries are terraces, steps, over-
hangs, and of course doors. Some physical examples 
of boundaries are clearly observable in contrast to the 
existing context of the LES both visibly and spatially. 
The overhead canopy and flanking door signage of the 
Guan Gong Temple is a bold advertisement of this 
unique temple and presents a transparent boundary 
to the sidewalk and street life. Using traditional Chi-
nese coloration of bright yellow characters against a 
background of vermilion red, this signage blends in 
with other Chinese-owned businesses, but it becomes 
clear however during the hours of operation, that it is 
not a business but a temple serving the community of 

worshippers and open to everyone. The temple doors 
are wide open to the sidewalk signifying a welcoming 
and seamless invitation for worshippers or passersby 
to enter into the sanctuary with ease. There are no 
steps defining a height difference between sidewalk 
and temple—when the doors are open, the temple be-
comes and extension of the horizontal sidewalk space 
within the building. Worshippers conducted their 
rituals as in a public setting: the presence of the au-
thor conducting fieldwork did not interfere with the 
comings and goings of the temple members.

In contrast to the Guan Gong Temple, the Kehila 
Kedosha Janina synagogue presents an opaque wall 
that defines LES community from the Jewish congre-
gation and a vertical spatial organization in relation to 
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Kitchen /
Back Room

Food offerings for purchase

Offerings, Literature, Photos

Shrine area at entry

Front Counter / Greeter

Statuary blessing table

Guarn Gong Shrine

Member Meeting Area

Offerings Outside Door

lower east sIde sacred spaces

the level of the sidewalk. A brick masonry wall with 
closed and locked doors and a barred window for se-
curity fronts directly onto the sidewalk. This bound-
ary acts to separate yet define the unique identity of 
the Romaniote Jewish community with the rest of the 
larger community. Controlling access into the temple 
is a way of preserving Romaniote traditions— the wall 
of the synagogue clearly marks with its closed doors 
that only the invited or initiated may enter. 

Similarities arise with the Guan Gong temple 
however, as both are using the façade to express their 
unique cultural heritage. At the Kehila Kedosha Janina 
synagogue, it is evident along the entire height of the 
building instead of just at the storefront level. Large 

stained-glass windows with Stars of David, stone 
representations of the Ten Commandments flanked 
by lions of Judah announce the ancient traditions 
within. 

Spatially, Kehila Kedosha Janina presents boundar-
ies that differ from the Guan Gong temple significantly 
that involve entering the temple to physically experi-
ence a transition from the horizontal space of the 
sidewalk to the vertical orientation of Jewish worship. 
Fronting the sidewalk are two locked doors and one 
of several staircases that begins a socio-spatial separa-
tion of public and sacred space, and a gender separa-
tion of women from men. Once inside the vestibule, a 
second flight of stairs leads to a landing where another 
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boundary occurs in the synagogue: where the gen-
der separation occurs and the women climb the final 
flight of stairs to worship on the second floor. A mez-
zanine on the second floor allows light to enter onto 
the main worship space from skylights on the roof and 
the building creates a vertical shift in orientation for 
the congregation. This contrasts with the Guan Gong 
temple where the emphasis is a seamless horizontal 
transition through a transparent boundary separating 
sidewalk from sanctuary. 

Embodied boundaries can be sensed by sight, 
smell, sound, touch, intuition, or a feeling. It is 
common for these types of boundaries to in-

volve interaction with other people or props within 

spaces of activity. Within both buildings an interme-
diate area between the entrance spaces and the sacred 
spaces is devoted to membership. This is done through 
props and by the actions of people in those spaces. 

In the Guan Gong Temple just past the counter at 
the front of the building sits a table with four chairs 
and on the opposite wall a pictures are displayed from 
members’ travels. As a visitor to the temple these props 
serve as an embodied boundary zone offering clues 
that the space is not entirely public. While visitors are 
welcome to make offerings at the main shrine located 
beyond this zone, they are made aware by the pres-
ence of these props that there are others who use the 
space in a different way. This boundary is strengthened 
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when members are sitting at the table perhaps having 
a conversation with a monk as during the field visit. 
The reading of this boundary as a zone separating the 
main shrine from the retail counter area is clarified by 
other props. For example there are two boxes for col-
lecting donations, two shrines, and in each case one on 
each side of the boundary. The items displayed along 
 the eastern wall also change depending on which side 
of the member’s table they are on. The items at the 
front of the store are available for purchase, through 
donation, and the books displayed on cases beyond 

the table are made available to members who wish to 
borrow them.

At Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue the threshold 
continues into a foyer space within the stairway of the 
building. In this space on the same level as the worship 
space plaques are hung containing the names of people 
important to the congregation. A person going to the 
synagogue as a member or a visitor would be greeted 
within this space and would therefore be made aware 
of the history and membership of the building. The 
embodied boundary of membership in this case is also 
enhanced by props, such as collection boxes, however 
in a different way than at the Guan Gong Temple. The 
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SOUTH ELEVATION6

collection box at Kehila Kedosha Janina is located 
within the boundary that displays membership rather 
than being place at both sides. This difference is per-
haps evidence of the different people being served by 
the spaces. The synagogue predominantly served its 
congregation, which changed more slowly over time, 
and the Buddhist temple relies on long-term member 
as well as occasional people passing by. 

In both sacred spaces a boundary was created were 
membership could be displayed and enacted. Reading 
a plaque of past members or browsing vacation pho-
tos yields a sense of belonging in one way, while going 
through the act of making a donation or borrowing a 
book creates belonging and defines a boundary in an-
other way. The physical props within and around these 
spaces help to define them, but more so the activities 
of the people engaging with the props.
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Temporal boundaries are harder to find 
or notice because they occur only at certain 
times. Some occur as a part of a daily, sea-

sonal, or historical cycle while others happened in the 
past but their traces are still observable in the present. 
Take for instance a street with a Jewish synagogue 
and a storefront Chinese temple. The Jewish and the 
Chinese sacred spaces act as physical anchors remind-
ing people of their distinct and different pasts, and 
referring to diverse practices and traditions that go back 
centuries. Historical memories and commemorative 
practices associated with these sites set up temporal 
boundaries: When one enters a storefront temple or a 
synagogue she is thrust into a world of a sentimental-
ized past. She re-enacts customs and traditions and is 
reminded of her culture and history. Stepping into these 
spaces reaffirms what it means to be Buddhist and Jew-
ish to the members of these communities.

During the twentieth century, members of the 
Kehila Kedosha Janina congregation lived close by,
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many of them staying at the site of the present day 
Tenement Museum, 97 Orchard Street Manuscript cen-
sus records from 1930 found in the basement of Kehila 
Kedosha Janina also indicate that there was a large 
community of immigrants from Greece and other East-
ern European countries living within a few blocks of 
the synagogue. In this case a social and sacred bound-
ary was anchored by the synagogue building and within 
that boundary the community found a shared identity. 
Over time that boundary has changed as many of the 
Jewish residents have moved out of the area to sur-
rounding suburbs. Today that boundary comes back to 
life for some of the older-timers or occasional visitors 
who return to this building.

The movement of the Jews out of this neighborhood 
provided an opportunity for Asian communities with 
different identities to move into the area. A walk around 
the area of Kehila Kedosha Janina reveals that there 
are multiple Buddhist storefront temples in the area, 
identifiable by burning incense. Some like Guan Gong 
Temple are operating more than one location. The no-
tion and boundaries of sacred space is quite different for 
these new immigrants and their sacred spaces.

It is important to make clear that boundar-
ies can have multiple readings. Often physical, em-
bodied and temporal boundaries are related to each 

other. For example the idea of a protection element 
occurring at the envelope of a building is found at both 
the Guan Gong Temple and Kehila Kedosha Janina 
Synagogue. The entrances to the buildings are protected 
by physical doors that allow or bar entry. But in addi-
tion to it one finds the presence of symbolic elements 
such as a protective scroll hung above the door at Guan 
Gong Temple or a mezuzah box at entrance of Kehila 
Kedosha Janina Synagogue. The scrolls in both cases 
are written in languages that would be unfamiliar and 
unreadable to non-member visitors, which could cause 
them to go unnoticed. Yet, to the community members 
these boundary elements create a protected and positive 
space to gather in.

The above example highlights a characteristic of 
boundaries, that they are not necessarily “unmistakable, 
permanent, or inviolate” as Jackson mistakenly asserts, 
but that “much of the significance of a landscape derives 
from the unseen elements, and only by unraveling both 
the seen and unseen pieces of evidence can we begin to 
reassemble a complex and complete analysis of a space,” 
as Jennifer Nardone says summarizing Dell Upton’s 
thoughts from “Seen, Unseen, and the Scene.” 7

Traditional Judaic symbols mark the entry to the Kehila 
Kedosha Janina synagogue.

Notes: 7. Jennifer Nardone, “Roomful of Blues: Jukejoints and the Cultural Landscape of the Mississippi Delta,” in Constructing Image, Identity, and 
Place. Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, Vol. 9, (2003), 168.

  Dell Upton, “Seen, Unseen, and the Scene,” in Understanding Ordinary Landscapes. ed. Paul Groth and Todd W. Bressi (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1997), 176.
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Boundaries interface two spaces and 
involve both a connection and separation. By 
identifying the enacted environment as a series 

of boundaries, social structure and communication 
can be established in the urban environment. Studying 
the emergent boundary flows of the physical, embod-
ied and temporal landscape; one can learn more about 
themselves and other individuals in their territories. 
Physical boundaries define and limit a building or site. 
As thresholds of terraces, steps, overhangs, and doors 
demarcate the limits of physical boundaries, they are 
points of control. These areas of control to be defend-
ed by patrons as the author found when confronted by 
a distressed neighbor while taking physical measure-
ments at the Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue.

Embodied boundaries are experienced beyond just 
sight. They involve interaction with people and props 
within spaces of activity. Within the Guan Gong Tem-
ple and at Kehila Kedosha Janina Synagogue these 
boundaries are created were membership is displayed. 
Visual signs of plaques, scrolls and photos mark terri-
tory on the surfaces of the infrastructure and spatial 
furniture, while sounds of singing and chant, or the 
smell of incense extends these boundaries. Temporal 
boundaries are ephemeral, fleeting moments of the 
worldly condition. A temporal warping occurs when 
collective memories and practices associated with sites 
are reenacted. Sacred spaces serve as foundations to 
evoke recollections of diverse practices and traditions 
from varied pasts. These characteristics of boundaries 
not only identify and reaffirm what it means to be a 
member of a community, but to outsiders establishes 
legibility for negotiating a diverse and ever-changing 
landscape.

bIblIoGraphy

conclUsIon

lower east sIde sacred spaces

The burning of incense in a 
container in front of the building 
is common to storefront Buddhist 
temples. It acts as an embodied 
boundary extending the temple’s 
space as far as the wind carries the 
scent of the incense. It also serves 
as a means of identification and 
location to those trying to find a 
temple.
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New York City is a city for everyone: 
an urban contact zone where all cultures, 
races, ages, and beliefs are welcome to pur-

sue the American dream within its limits- an oppor-
tunity which is taken advantage of. Two case studies 
examined here help us understand the politics of urban 
contact zones.

The bus stop, store, offices, and residences located 
in 156 E. Broadway provide a great example of that 
ever-changing meld of cultures. Amidst the bustle of 
Chinatown, this mixed-use building sends out mixed 
messages to passersby. At the basement level, an al-
most unnoticeable office sits, with its gates usually 
closed and locked. A sign, reading “Customer Only,” 
(one of the very few signs in English), keeps out any 
curious tourists. However, if a tourist were to pass at 
the correct time of day, there are several 40-minute 
windows in which the office becomes a hub of activity, 
selling bus tickets to mostly-Asian customers looking 
to travel to another city’s Chinatown. They crowd the 
sidewalks, awaiting their ride. Once the bus leaves, the 
sidewalk once again becomes empty, with only random 
travelers walking by. Above the bus stop sits Tao’s Fashion 

Grocery, a clothing store presumably catering to young, 
trendy ladies. Signs in the window beg customers to 
stop by, but in vain. Customers rarely enter the shop, 
and it mostly waits, full of clothes with nobody to buy 
them. 

On Suffolk Street, tucked away into the tall build-
ings of the once densely Puerto Rican neighborhood, 
sits a small casita, hidden on the back of the lot behind 
flourishing plants. A fence keeps out stragglers after 
hours, but during the day, people are allowed to wan-
der in to enjoy a place to sit, some shade, and a scenic 
view. The park creates a “thick edge” between the side-
walk and the casita, beginning in a completely acces-
sible place, and ending in a space that feels too much 
like a stranger’s back yard.1 

This layout of the two spaces clearly influences the 
transparency and accessibility of these places. To a visi-
tor the spaces range from the closed off, nearly inacces-
sible office, to the shop above begging passersby to stop 
in, with the casita creating a gradient from public to 
private, welcoming people with a more passive manner 
than Tao’s flashy, highlighter-yellow signs.

MedIatIon oF enacted sPaces

Notes: 1. Iain Borden, “Thick Edge: Architectural Boundaries in the Post Modern Metropolis,” in Intersections: Architectural Histories and Critical Theories, ed. Iain 
Borden and Jane Rendell (New York: Routledge, 2000), 221-246.

 2. Setha Low, “Spacializing Culture: The Social Production and Social Construction of Public Space in Costa Rica,” American Ethnologist 23 (1996): 861-879.
 3.  James Rojas, “The Enacted Environment: Examining the Streets and Yards of East Los Angeles,” in Everyday America: Cultural Landscape Studies After J. B. 

Jackson, ed. Chris Wilson and Paul Grot (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 275-292.
 4.  Fredrik Barth, ed., Ethnic Groups and Boundaries: The Social Organization of Culture Difference (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1969).

Aerial view of lower east 
Manhattan.
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PLACE-MAkINg: Places are made. Places are not 
neutral domains of interaction, but complex territo-
ries imbued with meaning and value. Setha Low de-
scribes “place-making” effectively by dividing it into 
two processes: “the social production of space,” that 
is, the negotiations and conflicts leading to the physi-
cal creation of space, and the “social construction of 
space,” the ways individuals give places meaning by 
their interactions with built space.2 In terms of the 
social production of space, of course, not everyone 
has the same power. Not everyone can build an office 
building or decide the layout of a public park. What 
individuals and groups often do is make “places” out of 
a preexisting built space that they inhabit. As people 
frequent a location their actions, modifications, and 
additions help them “make place.”3 

An important element of an agent’s “place-
making” is his ability to access a space, grant 
access to it, or deny access to it. To study “ac-

cess,” in simplified terms, is to study “who is allowed to 
go where and what boundaries are erected in order to 
prohibit others.” Our examination of such boundar-
ies studies who creates them, what forms do they take, 
and why they are erected and maintained. Boundar-
ies come in many forms. They may be as obvious as 
a closed gate or a “do not enter” sign. These types of 
boundaries physically restrict your movements or 
overtly command you not to enter with threats of con-
sequences. A broader look at boundaries considers not 
only the physical restraints to motion, but examines 
how boundaries become forms of communication be-
tween people. Such an analysis shows how boundaries 
generate territories and belongingness.4 

Georg Simmel perhaps put it best when he wrote 
that the “boundary is not a spatial fact with sociological 
consequences, but a sociological fact that forms itself 
socially.”5 These social boundaries have been studied 
using dichotomies such as public-private and front-
back, but an approach that we find more adequately 
represents the complexity of these boundaries is the 
examination of “thick edges.”6 This approach looks at 
boundaries not as finite but as “zones of negotiation.”7 

Borden sees in “thick edges” areas in which the mov-
ing body is not acted upon by architecture, but zones 
in which agents consider themselves in relationship to 
constructed space and ask themselves such questions 
as “Should I be here, and now? Do I have the right 
of passage?”8 Thus our approach to boundaries will 
look at restrictions to access not only in their physical 
forms but in communicative forms as well. 9

With these ideas of “access” and boundaries in mind, 
we ask the following questions: Who is granted ac-
cess to a place and for whom is access denied or 
limited? What forms do the granting or denying of 
access take? And how has this changed over time?
  
Our two case studies show how these questions take 
on different degrees of importance and interest in 
different contexts. 

Notes: 5. Borden, 255.
 6. Susan Gal, “A Semiotics of the Public/Private Distinction,” Differences 13 (2002): 77-95; J. Weintraub and K. Kumar, ed., Public and Private in Thought 

and Practice, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997); Erwing Goffman, “Front and Back Regions of Everyday Life,” in The Everyday Life Reader, 
ed. Ben Highmore (New York: Routledge, 2002); Borden, 2000. 

 7., 8. Borden, 221, 233-234.
 9. Gal, 77-95.
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To most observers, the building at 156 E. 
Broadway does not stand out. The commercial 
areas of this building consist of three business-

es, a Chinese bus stop in the basement and a women’s 
clothing store and office housing a Chinese newspaper 
and a trophy store on the first floor. Place-making for 
both businesses has engaged, consciously and uncon-
sciously, issues of access. Boundaries implied by the 
building itself interact with those enacted by people. 
To look at the bus stop, in which multiple agents have 

constructed permeable boundaries beyond those im-
plied in the architecture, and the clothing store, where 
attempts at accessibility are to some degree thwarted 
by architectural and other types of boundaries, is to 
see the negotiations and conflicts which form thick 
edges for commercial ventures. These places provide 
interesting case studies in the observation of thick 
edges and the ways thick edges are formed physically 
and psychologically. 

156 east broadWay
Bus stop, clothing retail, offices, and residential

156 east broadway
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THICk EdgE AS A SOCIAL bOuNdARY: The 
bus stop is one of a number of New York stops used by 
the Chinese-run Apex bus company. Buses from this 
stop run to Philadelphia via Trenton, New Jersey three 
times a day. It is also associated with other bus compa-
nies leaving from other Chinatown locations, as seen 
in the signs outside of the stop. 

To move from the side walk up to the ticket seller 
booth at the back of the ticketing office is to sequen-
tially pass through a series of physical and psycho-
logical boundaries. As a customer encounters these 
boundaries she is marked. She can be either an “in-
sider,” who is familiar with this space or an “outsider,” 
and who is not.

The major physical boundary one encounters when 
trying to enter the interior of the bus ticketing office 
is the gate. While the signs outside show schedules 
which indicate a working business, for around 22 out 
of 24 hours every day, the gate remains closed. The 
ticketing office only opened for short periods before 
and after the departure of buses. To those unaware of 
the sparse opening hours of the bus station, the closed 
gate and the dark interior might suggest that the bus 
station is not operational.

In considering this boundary within the conceptual 
frame of “thick edges,” we can look at the moment of 
arriving at the station when it is closed as a type of psy-
chological boundary as well. It is not only a bound-
ary restricting access to a place, but also a moment of 
contemplation about one’s “right to pass.” This failed 
entry not only tells one that he may not enter then, 
but might also jeopardize an “outsider’s” right to enter 
at all.

The delineation of social boundaries – that is, distin-
guishing “outsiders” from “insiders,” continues as one 
enters the bus station. The interior is sparse. Sched-
ules similar to those outside are nailed to a wall and a 
grilled counter is located at the back of the room.

Upper level and lower level plans (top, middle) and section 
(bottom) of commercial spaces at 156 East Broadway. In 
section, upper floors are residential apartments. The physical 
thick edge, created by the stairway and signage, represents a 
significant dimension of the building.

 In the era of the tenement, back-
yards held an important role in 
everyday life: laundry was hung 
out to dry, children played, and 
exterior toilets were there. This 
exterior space was a closed off 
area, making it a courtyard used 
only by residents. The map of 
156 E. Broadway in 1908 shows 
a clear, wide area in the center 
of the tenements. As the years 
progressed, this space was reduced 
and narrowed until 1955 when 
several buildings were removed, 
making the area a central space 
in a passage between E. Broad-
way and Division Street. In 
2008, it is a very minimal space 
for light and not much else. The 
focus of activity on the block has 
shifted from an interior focus at 
the beginning of the 1900’s, to an 
exterior focus a century later.

1908

1925

1955

2008
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In terms of access, though the “outsider” may be 
able to move through the same space as the “insider,” 
he is made aware that he is out of place by “props’ 
and people.11 Props include the signs. Large store-
front signs jut out from the building. The name of the 
company is written in both traditional and simplified 
characters representing the scripts most accessible to 
the Cantonese and Fujianese segments of the Chinese 
community of New York. Inside the station, posters 
advertising services in Chinese language scripts and 
a television showing Chinese language programming 
help reproduce an “in-group” space.

People also play a major part in maintaining and 
producing social boundaries. Those awaiting the bus 
sit, watching the television form a zone which those 
who have to buy tickets must pass. Thus in order to 
enter and access the ticket counters, one has to pass 

through a thick edge that encourages one to contem-
plate their “right to pass.” 

Language emphasizes the boundary between an 
insider and an outsider. A television to the left shows 
Chinese language programming for those waiting in 
the station. As one is about to purchase his tickets, the 
non-Chinese customer is faced with a final bound-
ary, the “language barrier.” Though the non-Chinese 
customer has passed by the posters and the TV and 
through a zone of being people-watched, it is not until 
he buys a ticket that he must attempt verbal commu-
nication and is faced with the possible embarrassment 
of miscommunication. While the ticket seller knew 
enough English to sell a non-Chinese speaker a ticket, 
the non-Chinese speaker would not be the beneficiary 
of the wide range of communicative possibilities avail-
able to Chinese speakers.12 

Posters on the wall to the right as 
we enter. These posters, written 
in Chinese with little English 
translation, advertise a number 
of services of interest to the com-
munity. The pink sign on the 
left offers help getting licences. 
The pink sign on the right is 
advertising a job with a Hong 
Kong hotel in their sales depart-
ment. The white sign on the 
bottom offers two types of services. 
The translated left side offers a 
range of computer services. The 
untranslated right column offers 
immigration services such as 
political asylum and sponsoring 
relatives

Even when English translations 
are offered though, sometimes 
their lack of clarity still marks 
the non-Chinese reader as an 
outsider.

Several times a day, for about twenty minutes, the sidewalk 
outside 156 East Broadway becomes crowded with passengers 
awaiting their ride to another city or suburb. Once the bus 

arrives, activity on the sidewalks fades until another bus is due 
to arrive. 

Notes: 11. Rojas, 166-175.

 12. I did not listen to which dialect of Chinese was being spoken. In the following sentences when I discuss the speaking of “Chinese” I recognize that 
there are two major groups represented in the Chinese community speaking two different dialects, Cantonese and Fujianese. When people spoke 
Chinese to the ticket seller I was not sure what dialect was spoken, but at no time during my research there did I see him not be able to communicate 
with a “Chinese” speaker.

156 east broadway
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Excessive signage clutters the 
windows and facade of the 
building, seemingly inviting in 
anybody who can read them. 
One sign shows off typical mer-
chandise for the store; all others 
were brightly colored, some left 
over from the previous store, at-
tempting to capture the attention 
of passersby.

Inside, the clothing store is brightly lit and colorful. Virtually 
no merchandise is displayed in the streetside picture window; 

thus, customers have very little idea what to expect. Upon 
entry, the product for sale is almost surprising.

The Tao Fashion Grocery clothing store occupies 
that largest space in the upper floor of this building’s 
commercial section. When looking just the 
architecture, with out the added props, signs, people 
and languages, there is a very visible and distinct edge 
which starts at the foot of the stairs and continues to 
the building enclosure. The spatial sequence into the 
store makes it disconnected from the street, however 
the large display window, used primarily by the 
clothing store, would ideally allow people to visually 
connect with the space. Although, the building 
structure has an inherent thick edge which serves as a 
transition from street to store, the crowded signage on 
the storefront further exaggerates the edge. Moreover 
the stairs leading up to the store act as a barrier, more so 
because of the clutter of signage around it rather than 
the grade change. At the top of the stairs two small 
rooms create a series of transition spaces. The first is an 
entry vestibule, leading to either the apartment units 
above or to a second room, the second is part of the 
storefront window which is used by the news paper 
office and trophy business for display. There are stacks 
of newspapers behind the window displays crowding 
your passage through the space. The entire entry 
sequence is amazingly “uneven”, due in part to the 
physical layout of the building, but again also because 
of the way props are added. While being similar to the 
bus stop in the fact that these props define “insiders” 
from “outsiders”, the definition is not as distinct, as 
many of the signs are in English.

Contrary to its appearance, the clothing store is quite 
charming. In stark contrast to the window displays 
and signage, the store is organized and well-kept. Its 
merchandise is geared toward the young Chinese 
market as seen in the store’s sign. One store employee 
informed us that they have only been there for a couple 
of months, supporting our suspicion that some of the 
sale signs in the window, such as “everything must go,” 
may be from the previous store owners. When asked 
how business was going, the response was politely 
optimistic, even though no one was observed entering 
the store during the few days we were there.

This snapshot of the ways people have given 
meaning to the spaces provided by an old building 
show us that place-making involves everyone using 
the space. Sometimes the boundaries one actor 
forms reaffirms the boundaries created by others. An 
example of this is the case of the bus stop, where the 
intended audience of the signs taped to the walls of 
the bus stop is the same as the audience who would 
watch Chinese television. Other times boundaries 
created by different actors do not align. The intended 
multi-ethnic clientele for the clothing shop must pass 
through zones where props such as piles of Chinese 
newspapers declare a cultural domination of space. 
Thick edges are zones of negotiation created and 
contested by multiple constituencies.
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Panoramic view of the casita and 
“backyard” space.

As opposed to the building at 156 East 
Broadway, to understand the place-making 
process at the Suffolk Street Community 

Garden is not only to look at the present results of the 
ways people have made meaning but also to look at the 
ways this has changed over time.

To some degree 174 Suffolk Street is just a space be-
tween buildings. Since 1964, though, different groups 
of people have had control over this lot and have been 
able to modify as they saw fit. These modifications 
changed the nature of access to the space by alter-
ing the meaning of this garden. The lot in which the 
garden sits was not always meant to be a garden. In 
1964, a residential building at 178 Suffolk was reno-
vated; unfortunately, according to our informant Phil-
lip, 45 days after moving back in, the residents were 
once again forced out as their new building began to 
crumble. Not long after the evacuation, the building 
collapsed.13

Community members claimed the now empty 
lot, cleaning it up and using it as an open space for 
children to play. Soon, though, residents of the area 
wanted more from the space. A group of commu-
nity members decided to transform the space into a 

garden. With the help of the city they cleaned up the 
last of the debris and began to convert the lot into a 
makeshift garden. This transition was marked by two 
important changes. First, maintenance of the garden 
was handed over to a retired army veteran, an older 
Puerto Rican with gardening experience, to oversee. 
Secondly, the community members and the old man 
built the casita, the small house that occupies the back, 
right corner of the garden.

Phillip remembers the garden during this time as a 
bustling place. Along with the people who helped with 
the actual growing of plants, children would play in the 
casita. Women cooked there; chickens ran around and 
a big German Shepherd welcomed all to the garden, 
especially the kids. During more quiet times, people 
would read, draw or paint.

It seems that more recently, day-to-day participa-
tion in the life of the garden dwindled. According to 
another source, in the last few years that the old man 
oversaw the garden, he was growing food with little 
help from other members of the community, leaving 
beans, tomatoes and strawberries outside for people to 
take home.

sUFFolK street coMMUnIty Garden
174 Suffolk Street

Notes: 13. From personal communication with my informant Phillip (name changed to protect privacy).

suffolk street communIty Garden
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HISTORY Of THE CASITA: With the fall of the 
apartments at 174 Suffolk Street came an important 
decision for the life of the lot. Rather than rebuild 
the same property once more, the owners made the 
decision to leave a spatial void: a community garden 
replaced the apartment building. In the far corner of 
the lot sits a casita, meaning “little house” in Spanish. 
These casitas are common in community gardens, and 
are a reference to the casitas of the mountains of Puer-
to Rico. The casitas have high nostalgic value: Puerto 
Rican immigrants came a long distance to live in New 
York, and the urban fabric lacks anything reminiscent 
of the home they left. Thus, to recreate the vernacular 
architecture of Puerto Rico is to remind the commu-
nity of the home they are so far away from. Gardens 
such as the one at 174 Suffolk Street are very popular 
in Puerto Rican communities, and as Daniel Winter-
bottom is quoted as saying the casitas built in these 
gardens are “love letters to a vanished past of rural in-
dependence in Puerto Rico.”14 Casitas frequently oc-
cupy a community garden, used by residents to grow 
produce, entertain children, and keep its users out of 
trouble. As pointed out in Karen Schmelzkopf ’s ar-
ticle, the gardens are ruled as drug-free zones by their 
creators, which “keeps the drug dealers away and some 
gardeners away from drugs.”15 Since these gardens 
are commonly located in troubled parts of neighbor-
hoods, it is understandable that the residents are so 
supportive of their creation- instead of leaving empty 
lots to be inhabited by drug users and homeless peo-
ple, they can preserve their native culture while having 
the opportunity to garden, and enjoy the company of 
other members of the community.

Not everybody sees the casitas as only a nostalgic 
reference to home in Puerto Rico. Some see them as an 
act of resistance to gentrification of neighborhoods, 
and a chance to really stand out in the city. To replace 
a massive five-story apartment building with a tiny 
shack that has no real estate worth is to make a state-
ment about social values. The decision to build a casita 
gives the immigrants a chance to retain their culture, 
recreate the setting from Puerto Rico, and prevent a 
loss of identity in the city. The casita, along with other 
Puerto Rican traditions practiced in these spaces (such 
as dance, language, etc.) keep cultural bonds strong in 
the community. Awilda Sterling is quoted in Randy 
Banner’s article in the New York Times, saying, “This 
is resistance... it is a way of saying ‘This is what we are. 
We live in the system, but we still know the teachings 
of our ancestors.’”16 

Since the city took over 174 Suffolk Street around 
1999, the level of activity in the garden has dwindled. 
Happy occasions such as baby showers, block parties, 
weddings and engagement parties continues to be 
held here. 

Day-to-day activity in the garden is minimal. Only 
three to six members of the community still garden 
there. Casual visitors to the garden are few. Teach-
ers or students from the neighborhood high school 
stop for cigarettes. Occasionally people walking by 
will stop in for a chat with a friend. A cat, remaining 
from the property’s previous owner, lives in the gar-
den, sometimes making itself available to visitors. The 
well-manicured space seems to be able to remain that 
way due to both attentive city maintenance as well as a 
minimal flow of visitors.

The casita at 174 Suffolk Street 
began its life as a makeshift, 
community-run garden. People 
frequented the space, bringing 
children, to enjoy each other’s 
company, garden, and hold 
community events. They grew 
food, and joined together to 
celebrate their culture. Over 
the years, however, community 
gardens in New York became 
threatened by developers, hungry 
for property and money. The 
prime real estate seemed “wasted” 
on these nonprofit community 
spaces. Until significant amounts 
of money were donated to the 
city in May of 1999 (in part by 
Bette Midler), the garden was in 
danger of being bulldozed, the 
fate which has unfortunately met 
many other community gardens 
in the area. The city took over 
possession and maintenance of 
the lot, saving it from the bull-
dozer but in the process, losing the 
identity and sense of community 
which brought it into existence in 
the first place.

Notes: 14. Frank Minor, “World’s Fair of Gardens Grow at the City’s Doorstep,” New York Times, September 25, 1997, Proquest Historical Newspapers.

 15. Karen Schmelzkopf, “Urban Community Gardens as Contested Space,” Geographical Review 85, No. 3, ( July 1995), http://www.jstor.org/stable/215279 (accessed June 17, 2008).

 16. Randy Banner, “A Ritual Dance, Rooted in Slavery, That’s Not Just a Dance,” New York Times, September 10, 2000, Proquest Historical Newspapers.

From barren to flourishing, careful attention to the garden has caused it to become a small, secret oasis in the city.
Photo (left): http://www.oasisnyc.net/Gardens/detailed_garden_template.asp?Map=&bbl=1003500005
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The current design of the garden is ordered in a way 
that creates different zones from front to back, which 
can be interacted with in a variety of different ways. 
There is a clear sense of privacy zones from the entry 
to the back, as if to protect the casita which is located 
near the back. The casita acts as a natural focal point 
of the garden space both spatially and visually. The 
entry path is widest near the street gate, and then nar-
rows; this welcomes visitors and then quickly moves 
them deeper into the garden. Upon entry, the casita 
is barely visible through all the vegetation. The path 
splits around a slightly mounded area of grass, giving 
the occupant a choice of whether to pause or continue 
through. We found that most people who have been 
to the garden before would quickly move around 
and past the mounded section to the planter boxes 
beyond. There are six narrow planter boxes, three on 

each side which frame the now re-centered pathway. 
Several benches lie in front of the first planter boxes, 
and a few are positioned under a pergola covering part 
of the pathway. This is the most private section of the 
garden and is where most people would occupy. This 
secluded area is very popular for visitors; they pause to 
rest, and can see the progress of the gardeners’ plants. 
Beyond this sits the casita, located off center, abut-
ting one party wall. From the benches one can see and 
observe the casita. The shack itself, and especially the 
space to the side and back of it, is the most complex 
space. Although this space is located at the very rear 
of the lot, it is far from constricting: fences allow sight 
into all of the surrounding yards, and anyone in a sur-
rounding building is allowed sight into the garden. 
This backyard space lends itself to activities such as 
grilling or resting.

Early in the 20th century, the 
block on Suffolk Street between 
Houston and Stanton had a 
centralized backyard area, com-
pletely enclosed by the buildings 
on its periphery. Throughout the 
years, the removal of build-
ings has allowed the backyard 
to expand, but it has also lost 
coherence as a unified space, now 
more a series of access points from 
the street. These figure/ground 
diagrams demonstrate the loss of 
coherence in the block layout. In 
1908 (left diagram), the block 
pattern created many interior 
courtyards for use by tenants. 
Those contained spaces housed ex-
terior areas for gathering, chores, 
and more. Now, in 2008 (right 
diagram), the block is disjointed 
and pieced apart, completely 
lacking the unity it once had. The 
garden is a significant void in the 
dense urban fabric surrounding 
it: the open space is neatly tucked 
in between the tall buildings 
on every side. This enclosure 
emphasizes the linear sense of the 
garden.

suffolk street communIty Garden
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When we look at the garden now, an oasis created 
by the “leading architects and landscape designers” 
charged by Bette Midler and her New York Restora-
tion Project to transform “under served” community 
gardens into “community treasures,” we see more than 
a pretty park.17 We see how different agents have 
made meaning out of this space and how the meanings 
they have constructed have determined who has access 
to the space and where they may go. We also see the 
negotiations and conflicts that create urban space. The 
Suffolk Street Garden is valued in different ways by 
different people and these values have left their marks 
in space and in history.

The casita has a number of thresholds, layered 
throughout the garden. As a visitor passes through, 
he or she must consider numerous times whether they 
are “allowed” into the next zone. Although none of 
the boundaries are unwelcoming, they all create a mo-
ment where one thinks, “Am I welcome here?” Noth-
ing physically stops them except for the padlocks on 
the casita, but most people were content to only enter 
the garden about halfway, and never fully experience 
the final, rear zone of the lot. The edge created by the 
layering of zones throughout the garden is so thick 
that most visitors are deterred from reaching the final 
point of progression at the garden.

In the recent past, as the garden 
has become a public park, the 
casita has taken on the role of 
a storage shed, losing the use 
value it had for the commu-
nity, becoming a part of a back 
“maintenance” area. It does still 
have sentimental value, though. 
Plans to tear the casita down are 
being fought by members of the 
community who are hoping the 
original structure stays where it 
is but gets renovated.

17. New York Restoration Project, “Community Gardens,” New York Restoration Project, http://www.nyrp.org/gardens (accessed June 30, 2008).
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Our study of the building at 156 East 
Broadway shows how physical and social 
boundaries are reproduced, challenged, 

adapted and maintained by users. At the bus station 
in particular access is shown to be dependent not only 
on the physical structure of the building but also on 
the ways the business owners have decorated the space 
and how customers act within it. In the Suffolk Street 
Garden boundaries appear in the form of benches and 
plants that block not only movement but also sight. 
Social boundaries are formed by the ways spaces are 
controlled, marked, interpreted and classified by 
people. The manipulation of social, psychological and 
physical boundaries help distinguish insiders from 
outsiders, control membership and sustain a commu-
nity.

An important part of this story is the study of this 
space over time. Being sensitive to history gives us an 
opportunity to see how the various agents controlling 
access have changed along with the means and results 
of their actions.
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The push cart vendor has always been per-
ceived with mixed opinions. The view of the 
shop owner, local resident and even the city, 

is often that the vendors are a nuisance, competition, 
and an eyesore. The other is the view of the vendor and 
the pedestrian. They see a way to feed their families, 
and as a historic icon of what has become an expected 
occurrence in Manhattan.1 

A hundred years ago the streets of lower east side 
would be filled with over 5500 street vendors, a little 
more than half with a legal license to vend.2 A hun-
dred years later little has changed except for the num-
bers. Currently there are an estimated 10,000 vendors 
in Manhattan. About 6,000 are licensed.3  With such 
large numbers of vendors numerous regulations had 
been put into place. 

Among these was a proposition by Major LaGuardia 
in 1940 for indoor markets as to attempt to rid the 
streets of peddlers. One of the most successful of these 
markets is the Essex Street Market. It has had its ups 
and downs. An influx of Puerto Rican immigrants in 
the 1950’s helped the market grow with the introduc-
tion of new goods and services. With the introduc-
tion of supermarkets in the 1970’s where people now 
turned as a more convenient method of shopping. But 
with a recent 1.5 million dollar renovation in 1995 
and insertion of luxury condos into the area due to 
gentrification, the market is thriving.4

Another such market was proposed under the 
Manhattan Bridge in the early 1900’s under Mayor 
Gaynor.5  Our case study location is part of this mar-
ketplace, now called the East Broadway Mall. 

The overwhelming majority of customers are of 
Asian origin. The market is located right in the middle 
of New York’s Chinatown. The vendors were a mix of 
South American and south, middle-east, and eastern 
Asian, very different from a time when Jewish and Ital-
ian immigrant culture shaped the lower eastside.6

In 1925 93% of vendors were immigrants. Presently, 
80% of vendors in New York City are immigrants. 
Although the latter number is less than the former, it 
is still a huge majority. A report issued by the Urban 
Justice Center believes that it is almost impossible for 
today’s immigrants to have the same success as those 
of the past. This was said due to steep fines and regula-
tions on vendors.7 Appearances of supermarkets and 
new retailers have cut into the vendor’s profits. Nev-
ertheless, vendors have been able to compete by de-
manding surprisingly low prices for their merchandise 
and by using flexible business tactics. The Manhattan 
Bridge Market is no exception.

street PUrveyors oF 
neW yorK’s loWer east sIde 
by danIel G . flesher

Notes: 1. Joshua Brustein, ”Pushcart Wars,” Gotham Gazette, March 22, 2004, 
http://www.gothamgazette.com/article/issueoftheweek/20040320/200/923, (accessed July 20, 2008).

 2. William Crozier, Clarke Chambers, Patrick Costello, Chad Gaffield, Beverly Stadium, “The New York Pushcart: Recommendations of the 
Mayor’s Commission,” Mayor’s Pushcart Commission Charities and the Commons, September 22, 1906, 
http://www.tenant.net/Community/LES/push6.html, (accessed July 20, 2008).

 3. Joshua Brustein, ”Pushcart Wars,” Gotham Gazette, March 22, 2004, 
http://www.gothamgazette.com/article/issueoftheweek/20040320/200/923, (accessed July 20, 2008).

 4. Albert Padilla, “Market History,” Essex Street Market, n.d., http://www.essexstreetmarket.com/history.html, (accessed July 20, 2008).
 5. The New York Times, “Push Cart Markets Urged for the City,” The New York Times, March 31, 1913 

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9A05E2D6133BE633A25752C3A9659C946296D6CF, (accessed July 20, 2008).
 6. Sewell Chan, “For Some Pushcart Vendors, Grim Outlook Is Revealed,” The New York Times, October 4, 2006, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/04/nyregion/04food.html?_r=1, (accessed July 20, 2008).
 7. Sewell Chan,  (accessed July 20, 2008).
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The Classic Coffee Shop and Public School 
42, located opposite each other on Hester 
Street, have undergone some physical chang-

es since their inceptions. A major change for P.S. 42 
was the removal of a decorative cornice that used to 
hail atop the roofline, but was removed in 1954. The 
Coffee Shop’s evolution, however, was more internal. 
Originally the first floor housed a clothing store, the 
second floor was used for storage with the upper floors 
used as tenement housing. After its acquisition by 
Carmine Morales from his father in the 1970s, part of 
the interior counter space was removed to make room 
for dining tables.

First settled by Jewish and Italian immigrants, then 
by Puerto Ricans, the area is now undoubtedly popu-
lated by Chinese. But even with changes in culture, 
the architecture of the area has remained relatively 
unchanged. Meaning the temporal cycle of the area’s 
cultures is a long one but not compared to that of the 
architecture which is still continuing on since their 
inception. The experience of these cycles from when 
one culture was the majority to when it transferred 
to another is essential. Different people from differ-
ent times experience cycles in their own way. One can 
even see the changes that culture produces on the face 
of the buildings (mostly signage) but the original style 
and structure still remains. A different time with dif-
ferent culture can give the feeling of a different place. 
For example, one walking down the streets of New 
York’s Little Italy will have a different experience then 
if one was walking through New York’s Chinatown. 
There are different people, customs, signage and even 
smells that distinguish these two places. A sign that 
reads pasta will evoke a different feeling than a one 
that reads Dim Sum. The area surrounding our case 
study has and is going through these cycles, and will 
more than likely move to another later (most likely 
wealthy Caucasians, with the rate of gentrification 
that is occurring), because environments in this area 
are constantly changing and transforming.
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BSAS 2009
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and Urban Planning
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This study explores how time affects 
place-making. We examine two locations in 
the Lower East Side of Manhattan (Image 1). 

The first site is a sidewalk marketplace situated north 
of the Manhattan Bridge along Forsyth Street. The 
second case study is located along Hester Street and 
includes the streetscape between the Classic Coffee 
Shop and Public School 42 (P.S. 42). 

During our week-long fieldwork we observed 
human activities and behavior in these places during 
different times. We studied how users understood, 
perceived and valued these spaces in different ways. 
What became evident during our fieldwork is that 
these environments are constantly transformed. This 
experience of incessant change brings the idea of 
temporality in the forefront of our analysis. Cities can 
be studied as places caught within multiple temporal 

cycles. Whether it is the daily cycle of work, the 
seasonal cycle of climate, or cycles of historical eras, 
time is central to the production and experience of 
place. Different people experience different temporal 
cycles.

Image 1: Site of case studies in Lower East Side Manhattan.

teMPoral cycles In 
neW yorK’s loWer east sIde
by Juan c . felIcIano & krIstI m . Jacobs

temporal cycles In new york’s lower east sIde 
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The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market 
is a good example of how mobility and the 
politics of place-making have helped an eth-

nic group to appropriate this location to serve their 
economic interests. James Rojas calls such everyday 
production of place as “enacted environments.”

Metal or wooden push carts with small wheels held 
corrugated cardboard and wooden boxes displaying 
fresh produce. Others exhibited wrapped candies and 
pirated music and movies. Boxes containing produce 
were set up, one right next to another, thus creating an 
easy-to-reach display for the costumers. In addition, 
the push carts often had a mechanical hanging food 
scale, a small radio playing soft music, a small stool 
(often an empty wooden box) and occasionally, a 
removable overhead protective partition such as an 
umbrella (Image 2). Some of these push carts were 
partially and fully sheltered by the Manhattan Bridge. 
The Bridge acted as a backdrop and vendors used the 
space between the columns-bays as boundary markers 
to set up their carts, thus creating display platforms 
and claiming territories (Image 3).

According to Rojas “Exterior space provides a 
background for people to manipulate spaces as they 
please, much like a movie set. To understand the 

enacted environment, one must examine people as 
users and creators of a place through their behavior 
patterns—patterns affected by culture, space and 
time.” These patterns of culture, space, and time 
described by Rojas are important key elements when 
starting to understand the value and functionality 
of this temporary commercial place created by the 
push cart vendors and their customers. During two 
consecutive days of observations in this commercial 
sidewalk, we noticed how diverse members of the 
Asian community gathered to buy fresh produce sold 
by several push cart vendors.8 

Notes: 8. James Rojas. “The Enacted Environment: Examining the Streets and Yards of East Los Angeles.” In Everyday America: 
Cultural Landscape Studies After J.B. Jackson. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 278.

placemakInG | nodes: the manhattan brIdGe push cart market

Image 2: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market located in Forsyth Street along the Manhattan Bridge .

ManHattan brIdGe PUsH cart MarKet
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Enacted place-making along the Manhattan Bridge 
Push Cart Market can be explained by describing 
several “activity nodes” that varied throughout the day. 
Configurations of push carts created a concentration 
of people and activities, thus temporarily producing a 
place. We call these transient places “activity nodes.” 
Every one of these nodes temporarily helped transform 
open spaces along the Manhattan Bridge into places. 

We identified 4 major semi-permanent transitional 
activity nodes created along the sidewalk. These nodes 
were temporary territories claimed by the push cart 
vendors. The push carts had two zones, the front 
region a back region. Ervin Goffman establishes the 
concept of front and back regions that are constrained 
within the limits of the built environment that houses 
commercial establishments. These regions described 
by Goffman affect the way people perceive the 
functionality of a given space; however, they occur 
based on the physical characteristics of the building, 
such the approach to the street and its accessibility. 
Based off Goffman’s definitions of front and back 
regions, the Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market 
encompasses a set of regions that are manipulated in 
a different way. While Goffman’s regions can easily be 
defined by the physical attributes of a building and its 
accessibility, the Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market 

regions are set individually by the vendors themselves. 
The vendors create the front and the back regions by 
positioning themselves in different ways in the activity 
nodes along the sidewalk. For instance, the vendors on 
nodes 3 and 4 were the most advantageous in terms 
of delivery because they had immediate contact with 
Forsyth Street. The delineation of these front and back 
regions in the Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market 
regularly varies by 1.) time cycles (time of the day), 
2.) how much time costumers spend on the market 
and 3.) the sequence of how these vendors set up their 
push carts. 

The back region of nodes 1 and 2 looked towards 
graffiti covered walls while nodes 3 and 4 had their 
back regions towards Forsyth Street (Image 3). These 
nodes were defined by circulation paths around it 
and by gathering points located along the sidewalk. 
The way people gathered around the carts produced 
a wavy circulation pattern along the sidewalk. 
People—vendors, customers, delivery men—were 
crucial catalytic agents who enacted and created the 
temporary spaces. According to one street vendor 
“the reason why people come here is because we sell 
cheaper produce.”

“The reason why people come 
here is because we sell cheaper 
produce”

Image 3: A street vendor sets up his produce between a column bay of the Manhattan Bridge. 
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Image 4: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node analysis.
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The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #1 and node #2 analysis.

Day 1 | Visit 1:

On Wednesday June 4th of 2008 at 2:30P.M. 
we visited the site for the first time. Our ini-
tial overall impression of this commercial 

sidewalk was that is was crowded and agitated. The 
first push cart we studied was a wooden double/set up 
push cart were produce was displayed in two separate 
arrangements (node #1). We quickly realized that most 
of the produce on it were familiar merchandise. There 
was nothing unusual, as we had originally speculated. 
As we moved along the crowd, a larger metal push cart 
setup composed by three separate arrangements (node 
#2) was immediately tagged as a hybrid because in ad-
dition to produce the vendor sold pirated music and 
movies. Just a couple of feet away from this push cart 
(on node #2) was a smaller, metal, and less-crowded 
push cart (node #3) facing its back to Forsyth Street. 

This cart did not have any overhead weather protec-
tion as the previous two. As we approached the end 
of the sidewalk we encountered six larger and more 
crowded push carts. Each of them had bright-colored 
umbrellas (node #4). They faced their back to For-
syth Street. Essentially we read an immediate order in 
terms on how these push carts were positioned along 
the sidewalk. Moreover, another significant observa-
tion was that at the end of this commercial street exists 
a clandestine bus stop that adds even more sidewalk 
activity to this area. The site study on this day con-
cluded at 3:30 P.M.

The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #3 and node #4 analysis.
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Image 5: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node analysis.
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The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #1 and node #2 analysis.

Day 1 | Visit 2:

During the same day on Wednesday June 4th of 
2008 at 7:30 P.M. we returned to Forsyth Street to 
study the commercial sidewalk activity during the 
evening hours. To our surprise, the sidewalk scenario 
was quite different. The wooden push cart on node 
#1 was closed for business. Now the vendors were 
resetting everything back with new and fresh produce 
delivered by a group of 3 people in a large white truck. 
An anxious group of customers was forming a line 
near this wooden push cart to buy their goods. This 
push cart on node #1 had a set of lights that helped 
deliverers, sellers and costumers. 

The push carts on nodes #2 and #3 were gone, while 
the number of push carts on node #4 shrunk from 6 
to 4. These remaining carts did not have umbrellas. 
A few costumers lingered around it. Although the 
sidewalk traffic was slow, the clandestine bus stop 
was still running and 2 buses remained. The site study 
concluded at 8:00 P.M. 

The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #3 and node #4 analysis.
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Image 6: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node analysis.
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Day 1 | Visit 2:

The site study concluded at 8:00 P.M. however, upon 
our departure from the site, we noticed how a street 
vendor on node #3 was closing business and packing 
up in order to leave. The small (easy to handle) metal 
cart was covered up by a large blue tarp and tightly tied 
up by a rope. It took him no more than 5 minutes to 
pack up everything and cover the cart. After packing 
up, he left the cart alone for another 7 minutes or so 
and took off pushing the cart along the other side of 
Forsyth Street sidewalk. The vendor walked into a 
small building with a yellow sign that looked like a 
small warehouse in Canal Street and stored his push 
cart inside (Image 6).

temporal cycles In new york’s lower east sIde 

A street vendor packs up and is ready to leave.
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Image 7: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node analysis.

day 2 | VIsIt 1 | the manhattan brIdGe push cart market
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The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #1 and node #2 analysis.

Day 2 | Visit 1:

On Thursday June 5th of 2008 at 10:10A.M. 
the Forsyth Street sidewalk had almost no 
commercial activity. Push carts on nodes #1 

and #2 were gone; however an Asian lady sitting on a 
chair was selling white wrapped candy in a cardboard 
box. She was located near the wooden push cart in 
node #1. Meanwhile small metal push cart vendors on 
node #3 were beginning to set up their produce dis-
play boxes. The number of push carts on node #4 was 
down to four carts with no umbrellas. Costumer activ-
ity was low. With no buses parked along the sidewalk, 
the clandestine bus stop seemed to be not operational 
or perhaps already left to their destinations. The site 
study on this day concluded at 10:40 A.M. 

The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #3 and node #4 analysis.
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Image 8: The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node analysis.
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The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #1 and node #2 analysis.

Day 2 | Visit 2:

Our final visit to Forsyth Street sidewalk occurred 
on Thursday June 5th of 2008 at 1:30 P.M. During 
this time we noticed constant activities in all nodes. 
However, not all of them were selling produce. Push 
carts on nodes #1 were gone; however, a vendor was 
selling pirated movies and music. Despite its small 
size business was brisk. People anxiously gathered 
around this setup in order to take a closer look at the 
titles. Push carts on node #2 had intense activity. The 
number of push carts on node #3 and #4 was four push 
carts on each node. The ones on node #4 had their 
umbrellas up. With one bus almost ready to leave to 
its destination, the adjacent bus stop also had activity 
with people buying tickets and getting into the bus. 
The site study on this day concluded at 2:00 P.M.

This small community of push carts displays 
multiple time cycles and cadences. They seem to 
have slow morning activity, heavier activity during 
the afternoon hours and some activity in the evening 
hours. Due to our short fieldwork schedule (four visits 
during two consecutive days) we cannot conclude 
that our conclusions are true all year round. To a great 
extent, much of these push carts’ economic survival 
seems to be mainly supported by the flexibility with 
which the vendors operate during these many time 
cycles. These vendors take full advantage of the 
various time schedules and enacted spaces by engaging 
a community and selling fresh produce. In doing so, 
they have created a reputation: people come here to 
buy cheap and buy fresh produce all year long.

The Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market node #3 and node #4 analysis.
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classIc coFFee sHoP

Image 9: The Classic Coffee Shop: 56 Hester Street N.Y. , N.Y. 10002.
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Image 10: The Classic Coffee Shop interior.

Image 11: The Classic Coffee Shop street window.

Image 12: The Classic Coffee 
Shop menu.

temporal cycles In new york’s lower east sIde 

“Mike’s Coffee Shop” was the original 
name of the Classic Coffee Shop when 
it opened for business in the same 

locale in 1976. It used to be operated by Carmine 
Morales’s (current owner and sole employee) father. 
During that decade, Carmine told us that his dad 
would allow smoking inside the cafe and people would 
just gather around for coffee and cigarettes breaks. As 
a result, the café became more of a social collective 
place for the community. Several generations of local 
and loyal consumers have been visiting Classic Coffee 
Shop since then.

Streets are seen as public spaces. Jane Jacobs states 
that “…some of these [public characters] help establish 
an identity not only for themselves but for others.”9 
Carmine is such a public character whose presence 
on the street produces social contact and a sense of 
community.

 Note: 9. Jane Jacobs, “The Uses of Sidewalks: Contact” In The Death and Life of Great American Cities. (New York: Vintage Books, 1992), 108.
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Image 13: Public School 42 Benjamin Altman School front entrance.
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Public School 42 Benjamin Altman School is 
also known as the P.S. 42 is directly across the 
street from the Classic Coffee Shop. The school 

is pre-kindergarten (four year olds) through fifth grade 
and has a student body of just over 700 students.10 

The school’s daily academic schedule produces yet 
another daily-cycle. Teachers and staff leave the school 
and cross the street to get coffee. Parents take their 
children and pick them up from the school slip in to 
get a cup of coffee. 

Image 14: Public School 42 
Benjamin Altman School.

These banners were 
located on the corner 
of P.S. 42 on the corner 
of Hester and Orchard 
Streets.

temporal cycles In new york’s lower east sIde 

 Note: 10. Bill Jackson, Great Schools: A Parents Guide to K-12 Success. 1998-2008. http://www.greatschools.net/modperl/browse_school/ny/2163 
(accessed 29 May 2008).
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LONg ANd SHORT OPERATINg CYCLES

Cycles are perceived as moments in time 
that has a recurring meaning to each person. 
The cycles of this urban space have been bro-

ken down into long and short-cycles. Long, in this sit-
uation, is defined as any cycle longer than one month 
and a short-cycle is any cycle shorter than one month. 
There are numerous time ranges within each cycle 
which would make things more complicated, but for 
simplicity sake, this is the framework for this project. 

The Classic Coffee Shop long-cycle is nine months 
in operation with three months off. This cycle is based 
upon the academic calendar followed by P.S. 42. The 
coffee shop receives majority of its business during its 
long-cycle -- a typical annual school year (September - 
May). When the children are on summer break ( June 
– August) the business slows down and the owner 
closes the coffee shop in order to take vacations. The 
latter produces the short cycle.

The Classic Coffee Shop has an even longer-
cycle that deals with historical memory. Those who 
resided in the Lower East Side, attended P.S. 42, 
continue to visit the coffee shop for a sandwich, snack, 
refreshment11 or a nostalgic reunion. The owner of 
the Classic Coffee Shop, Carmine Morales, has been 
living this cycle since he attended P.S. 42 and that was 
when it was called “Mike’s Coffee Shop.” 

Another one of the Classic Coffee Shop’s short-cycle 
is its daily operating hours of 7:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. 
This temporal cycle is very discrete which can be seen 
posted in his window by the entrance to his shop. It 
states “Come in – we’re Open.” Since his hours aren’t 
posted it shows that the store is open whenever the 
window or door is open.

Image 15: The Classic Coffee Shop floor plans. From left to right: original floor plan and current floor plan.

the classIc coffee shop

Note: 11. That the school is a pre-kindergarten (4 year olds) through fifth grade and thus the children would see the Classic Coffee Shop for its conve-
nience of a before and after school snack, such as a bagel, chips, chocolate milk, and soda. Need-less-to-say, their older siblings and/or parents 
would view the coffee shop as a convenient way to get coffee and a snack.
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CONSuMER bEHAvIOR PATTERNS 

Cycles also reside in the customer behavior patterns. 
Customers create operating cycles that the owner 
responds to. The layout and design of the Classic 
Coffee Shop creates two types of consumer behavior 
patterns that also affect temporal rhythms. These 
consumer behavior patterns allow the owner Carmine 
to have an assumption of what particular type of 
service he will be providing to his customers. Take for 
instance the small window located next to the door. 
If a customer approaches the store from the window 
Carmine knows that they want something quick, 
such as a soda or a bag of chips. Usually an item that 
is already prepared in advance. However if a customer 
enters his store and sits down at the counter, he knows 
that they generally are there for a longer period of time, 
perhaps for a conversation and to purchase something 
that takes more preparation, such as an egg sandwich 
on a toasted bagel with cheese.12 

The consumer behavior pattern concludes how 
his customers enter his shop, order, pay, receive their 
order, then either sit inside to enjoy it or take it to 
go. These behavior patterns relate to the long cycles 
creating regular cycles (in means of how Carmine 
operates his shop) through irregular time cycles within 
the operating hours of the Classic Coffee Shop. 

Image 16: The Classic Coffee Shop elevation under awning.

These two sisters visit the Classic Coffee Shop on a 
daily basis.

temporal cycles In new york’s lower east sIde 

Note: 12. The Customers we observed utilized the counter as a place to give an order and pay for your purchase. The tables and chairs were arranged 
within the shop appeared to only be utilized by those who came in with others and not alone. In this scenario, one would still place their order at 
the counter, receive their purchase, pay and then sit down at the table and converse with their companion.
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Image 17: The Classic Coffee Shop front elevation.

the classIc coffee shop
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Image 18: Hester Street cross section.
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Image 19: The Classic Coffee Shop and neighborhood school analysis.

This diagram shows the relationship between the P.S. 42 
(elementary school) high and intermediate neighborhood schools 
and their connectivity over long and short time cycles with the 
Classic Coffee Shop.

the classIc coffee shop
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Image 20: Public School 42 Benjamin Altman School, 71 Hester Street, N.Y., N.Y., 10002.
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Throughout the course of this investiga-
tion we were able to identify several temporal 
time cycles that were relevant to the function-

ality of two different commercial sites on the Lower 
East Side. In the case of the Manhattan Bridge Push 
Cart Market, time cycles were defined by the way ven-
dors spontaneously set their carts at different times of 
the day throughout Forsyth Street’s sidewalk. Howev-
er, the Classic Coffee Shop operation depended upon 
P.S. 42 typical school year.

In both case studies, time cycles determined for how 
long these commercial sites would operate. Consumers 
in both cases were familiar to the commercial operation 
of these businesses because they understood the time 
cycles by which these sites operate throughout the day, 
week and even the year. 

For instance, Carmine, the owner of the Classic 
Coffee Shop, had a responsibility to continue operation 
of his shop on a regular cycle since he occupied the 
shop all the time and his customers knew where to 
locate him. On the other hand, the push cart market 
vendors did not own a physical place on the sidewalk 
and thus their responsibility was not to the physical 
structure of the location but to the community they 
serve.

The understanding of the cycles of operation of 
the Manhattan Bridge Push Cart Market made our 
study more difficult because of unreliability of cycles. 
However, understanding the cycles of the Classic 
Coffee Shop was simpler because of Carmine’s 
knowledge of the neighborhood and his customers. 
In the words of Rojas, “While life on the street may 
have looked chaotic to outsiders, to us it was orderly 
because we understood it.”13 So once one understands 
the cycles of any space, they are able to utilize it and 
create their own place within the existing temporal 
cycles.

 Note: 13. Rojas, James. “The Enacted Environment: Examining the Streets and Yards of East Los Angeles.” Everyday America: Cultural Landscape Studies 
After J.B. Jackson. (University of California Press, 2003): 276.
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